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Mountain Bounty Farm
Growing food for our community with
love and care since 1997

MountainBountyFarm.com
Call to join our CSA anytime (530) 292-3776
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NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 2021-2022 SCHOOL YEAR
NOW IS THE TIME

TO BOOK YOUR PRIVATE TOUR TO SEE IF A
CREEKSIDE EDUCATION IS RIGHT FOR YOUR CHILD
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A PROUD RECIPIENT
OF THE
2020 -2022 CALIFORNIA
DISTINGUISHED SCHOOL

Contact Jeff Kraunz, Creekside Executive Director | jkraunz@creeksidesquaw.org
CREEKSIDE IS AN AWARD WINNING TUITION FREE TK-8TH GR ADE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL LOCATED AT THE BASE OF SQUAW VALLEY
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TRUCKEE

TA H O E C I T Y

RENO

ACCIDENT & INJURY ATTORNEYS

DO TELL !

JUST ONE OF OUR MANY PRACTICE AREAS

One year in, what has the once-novel coronavirus
taught you?
Raise your hand if, last March, you thought we’d still be entrenched in this pandemic a
year later. Keep it up if the uncertainty has taught you anything.
We hope your hand is still in the air. There’s no universal lesson, and it can be difficult
to see a silver lining in the clouds when you’re still in the storm, but our region is
reflective and resilient. Here are some community members’ thoughts on what they
learned this past year.

JANET SPENCER, Truckee
Retired high school teacher

Living through this past year I have learned to exercise patience. Patience for myself and others. I am
no longer in a hurry and I tend to give others time.

CALL US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

53 0. 587. 20 02

w w w. por ter simon .com

JAMES TOMLIN, Reno
Youth outreach organizer,
Sierra Community House

This pandemic has shown me that community is not
just a word we use for tourism. It’s an idea we truly
live by.

ALISSA HAMMAN, Truckee
Estate manager

To roll with the punches! To never take time with
family for granted. To really appreciate my home.

GINA COSTA JONES, Truckee
Retired teacher

BE KIND
BE CALM
BE HELPFUL
R E S E R VAT I O N S H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D
VOTED BEST

I will never take my relationships, opportunities, travels,
STRs, pension, health, or live theater for granted ever
again! I’m incredibly grateful that my family all survived
having the virus!

BREEZE TURNER, Kings Beach
Real estate agent

That the only thing our government is prepared for
is war.

Fine Dining Restaurant
Italian Restaurant
& Truckee Restaurant
DOWNTOWN HISTORIC TRUCKEE | 530.587.4694 | 10096 DONNER PASS ROAD
P i a n e t a R e s t a u r a n t T r u c k e e . c o m
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LUXURIOUS
ALPINE LIVING
An intimate collection of new mountain modern homes.
The Palisades offers families a sophisticated yet
down-to-earth alpine living experience unlike
anything Olympic Valley has seen before.
Limited Availability.
(530) 414-9177
palisadesatsquaw.com/experience
The information provided is for informational purposes only, and is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers to buy any investment or property. In particular, nothing is intended to be an offer to sell
property to, or a solicitation of offers from, residents from any state that require prior registration or qualification of real estate. The statements set forth herein are summary in nature, not intended to
be complete, and should not be relied upon in making any investment decisions. Offers to acquire property will only be made pursuant to separate complete set of purchase and sale documents to be
provided by Palisades Sales and Marketing and prospective purchasers should review all such documents carefully and should seek competent legal, tax and financial advice in connection therewith. No
property view is guaranteed and views may be altered by subsequent development and construction at the project. Dimensions, sizes, specifications, furnishings, layouts, and materials are approximate
only and subject to change without notice. Window sizes, layouts, configurations and ceiling heights may vary from condominium to condominium. DRE #01781565. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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My Covid Prophecy

Opening, naturally, with the seasons, the weather and your needs

Success

PUBLISHER’S NOTE

experienced advice for your

By Mayumi Elegado

We want your gardens to thrive...
It’s why we’re still here.

Honesty
the best policy

People are fiercely loyal to what’s
good for them. Our plants excel.

Nursery • Consultation • Inspiration

10678 Donner Pass Rd

Truckee • CA

villagernursery.com

Fourteen years ago, in a small
space much like this one, I
wrote an itty-bitty piece that
has proven to be prophetic. It
weighed in on a matter that was
quite controversial at the time:
whether or not the Truckee
River Legacy Trail should be
paved.
Advocates pointed out that
people were becoming fatter,
so there was great need for
alternative transportation
routes that promoted healthier
lifestyles, and that a paved
trail opened up the river to a
broader segment of society like
families, bikers, the disabled,
roller-bladers, and others.
All solid and positive reasons,
but behind those arguments,
the only beneficiary was human.
So, I contended in the April
12, 2007 edition of Moonshine
Ink, that I was rooting for the
underdog — the river. I believed
that it and its associated ecosystem, the plants, the animals, the
fungi, didn’t really want another
fast-paced human-centric
surface in the proximity as there
were already the train, I-80, and
many roads.
But, as we all know, the trail was
paved.
Today the Legacy Trail is
well-loved and that’s wonderful,

but it does breed a need for
speed. Bikers fly, joggers jam,
and strollers strut. There are
many benches and interpretative signs on the trail, yet I’ve
never seen these being used.
Instead, the flow of humans
must keep moving. If an off-leash
dog strays, people admonish
the irresponsible person who
would allow a disruption in their
path. (To leash or not to leash
… this has been an ongoing,
provocative local issue that has
only deepened in current times,
see p. 11.)
Among all that human speed,
where is the moment of stillness
to reflect on the lifeblood of
our region, the Truckee River?
It sure could use our help.
While the river looks pristine
and beautiful, the ecosystem is
threatened. How? Mostly from
human activity. How much? The
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency deems it “polluted,” and
our river is not alone. In a 2017
report, the EPA stated that 46%
of river and stream miles in the
nation are in “poor biological
condition.”
A Sarah-lining* of Covid is
that the earth breathed a little
easier when humans slowed
down. Widespread shutdowns to
stymy the spread of the disease
brought extraordinary blue skies
to China. For one brief moment,
what the Chicago Tribune called
the “noxious cloud hanging over
much” of the country virtually
disappeared. The pollution has
since returned.
What’s good for the earth is
good for the human. So many
of us report that the pandemic

M O O N S H I N E

I N K

obliging us humans to slow
down gave us space to appreciate our friends, family, home,
and health. In the newfound
awareness, we took up habits
that feed the soul and reassessed
what truly matters.
The query of what’s valuable
led people to the outdoors, a
resounding healing force for
the virus’s extensive impacts.
Indeed, the call to a new closerto-nature home is being heeded
by many, p. 16.
The many powerful benefits
of nature for people’s health
are a swiftly expanding area of
research. As journalist Richard
Louv told a Yale University
publication last year, when he
published his book Last Child in
the Woods in 2005, this subject
was “virtually ignored by the
academic world.”
But now, the number of studies
in this field has exploded, he
says, and they “point in one
direction: Nature is not only
nice to have, but it’s a have-tohave for physical health and
cognitive function.”
After the pandemic fades, let’s
keep alive our connection to
nature. Remember the value of
ambling. Drive a little slower for
the wild animals, if not for your
own safety (p. 22). Stop for a
moment on the trail and drink it
all in (p. 51). Because, as we’ve
all learned, life can change in an
instant.
* Synonym for silver lining, in
honor of Moonshine’s in-house,
bright source of positive energy,
Sarah Miller.

S T A F F

If peanut butter weren’t called peanut butter, what would you call it?
PUBLISHER

NEWS REPORTER

PHOTOGRAPHER

(mayumi@moonshineink.com)

(alex@moonshineink.com)

(wade@moonshineink.com)

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

COPY EDITOR

CIRCULATION

(juliana@moonshineink.com)

(nina@moonshineink.com)

DIGITAL CONTENT EDITOR

GRAPHIC DESIGN

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Mayumi “nutty nosh” Elegado

Juliana “peanut schmear” Demarest

Becca “smashed nut purée” Loux
(becca@moonshineink.com)

Alex “my happy spread“ Hoeft

Nina “Erdnussmarmelade” Miller

Alex Hoeft
Sarah “legume à la spoon“ Miller
(sarah@moonshineink.com)

Wade “nut paste” Snider

Scott “mouse bait” Robinson
Dawn Andreoni, Bill Dietz, Gabby Dodd,
Tim Hauserman, Eric Larusson, Craig Rowe,
Eve Quesnel, Melissa Siig, Nelson Van Gundy

CONTRIBUTING ARTIST
Mike English

Hair for Women & Men • Waxing
Skin Treatments • Permanent Makeup
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ON THE COVER: DID YOU SAY SNOW?
ABOUT THE PHOTO | Ursa and Tilly
enjoy racing through their Glenshire
backyard playground no matter how
many feet of snow fall!

ABOUT THE ARTIST | Callie Whitsit,
a resident of Truckee, is always looking
for ways to include her dogs in her
community activities and let them live
their best Tahoe dog lives.
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NEWS

MOONSHINE MEMBERS

16 | Lake Migration
Putting a number to our new residents
18 | You Asked. They Answered.
Did Covid takeout mean more trash?
20 | News Briefs
EPA raises sunken vessel from Tahoe;
Washoe County moves forward with
STR ordinance; Placer County embarks
further on redistricting process; more
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HOME FRONT
33 | Market Watch

36

34 | Real Rentals
Using social media to find a rental
35 | Space it Up!
Get a jump on planting season

22 | In the Past
Local driving rules, from 40 years of
experience

MOUNTAIN LIFE
36 | Nature’s Corner
The majestic bald eagle

24 | Business Feature
South Lake clothing company making
plus-sized women’s outdoor gear
26 | Business Briefs
Local businesses turn to Go Fund Me;
start-up aims to connect neighbors in
need with local donors; TD golf course
completes $2 million renovation; more

OPINION

41 | Photo Collage
Your Tahoe dogs in their element
SPORTS & OUTDOORS
48 | Feel Good
Dog heaven at Alpine Meadows
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS: In 1979, federal agencies started tracking the number of bald eagles
in the Lake Tahoe region. The Tahoe Institute for Natural Science took over the task in 2012 and
this year counted a record number. This particular eagle is in residence at Lake Tahoe Wildlife
Care in South Lake Tahoe. Photo by Eve Quesnel/Moonshine Ink

4 | Do Tell
One year in, what has the once-novel
coronavirus taught you?
6 | Publisher’s Note
An itty-bitty piece written 14 years ago
proves to be prophetic
28 | My Shots
Tahoe needs to follow rules to keep its
dogs free-range; the TBID on the North
Shore isn’t fair
30 | Readers Reflect
Responses to Breaking Bad; Stayin’
Alive, Stayin’ Alive; more
31 | My Shots, Obituary
A pro-North Shore TBID perspective; a
local teacher and coach remembered;
Schilling is not so thrilling

F E AT U R E S
11 | To Leash or Not to Leash?

TAP CALENDAR

This collision between the old and new is occurring on neighborhood
streets, bike paths, and trails. Confrontations can get heated and angry.
And nobody has an easy solution. The source of this conflict?
Man’s best friend.

SPORTS & OUTDOORS

45 | What’s Happening?
Featured community events
and announcements
46 | Get Out & Go
Plenty of action at Coconut Bowl
YOUR CANVAS

38 | Climbing High
Construction on the new High Altitude Fitness climbing gym in Truckee
is nearing completion. With fitness equipment expected to be delivered
in April, owners Jason and Gabi Burd are shooting for a June opening.

The Villager Nursery’s ERIC LARUSSON is
a life-long naturalist who has been working
in Sierra Nevada horticultural jobs since
1972. He has killed thousands of plants
while experimenting in his own gardens so
that his friends and customers won’t have
to. See p. 35 for his tips about starting
seeds indoors to get a jump on growing
season.

43 | For the Dogs
Homemade treats for your furry friends

44 | Savvy Stacks
Libraries connecting throughout Covid

NEWS

GABBY DODD is a recent graduate
from Sierra Nevada University pursuing a
career in journalism and communications.
When she’s not skiing, she enjoys other
outdoor activities like mountain biking,
paddleboarding, and skateboarding. Read
Gabby’s update on the new High Altitude
Fitness climbing gym on p. 38.

SOUL KITCHEN

A R T S & C U LT U R E

C O N T R I B U T O R S

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

8 | Patching the Parachute
Being a news reporter in a community
that wants us around

EVE QUESNEL has been a Truckee resident
for 33 years who writes about flora and
fauna in the Tahoe region. She believes that
getting to know one’s bioregion is a chance
to not only know home better, but also our
connection to home. The Sierra Nevada call,
she says, with her border collie by her side.
Read her story highlighting the bald eagle
on p. 36.
Raised on a Kansas beef and milk farm,
NELSON VAN GUNDY moved to Truckee
in 1981 with his wife Kathy and two
stepsons, Matt and Drew Rusanoff. The
couple sold real estate until Kathy’s passing
in 2015. Always a lover of music, mountains,
and railroads, three years ago he met his
now-wife, Edna, who shares those passions.
See his rules of the road, p. 22.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

50 | Puzzle Page
Crossword; Sudoku; The Stars;
a challenge
51 | Parting Shot
Nature’s Way

Moonshine Ink’s print edition releases the
second Thursday of each month. Opinions
and conclusions expressed are those of
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of
Ink staff or advertisers. Become a member at
moonshineink.com/contribute. For advertising
info, email sales@moonshineink.com.
Subscriptions are available for $25/year. Sign
up online at moonshineink.com/subscribe.
Printed with soy inks on recycled paper.
Issue

Deadline

8 April – 12 May
13 May – June 9
June 10 – July 7

26 March
30 April
28 May

These are the drop-dead deadlines.
However, if you want your submission
considered, please send it in early.
For info, email info@moonshineink.com.
10137 Riverside Dr., Truckee CA 96161
(530) 587-3607 ph | (530) 587-3635 fax
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PATCHING THE PARACHUTE
Spreading ourselves thin is worth the stretch

shine

The conversation
point came up in a
recent Moonshine Ink
staff meeting.

We were discussing
the “pick-up” rate of
Ink newspapers — an
Membership
average 6% across the
Update
North Shore, Truckee,
and Reno. Over a
BY ALEX HOEFT
year-and-a-half of
seeing these monthly
numbers, and I finally dared to clarify: “Does that
mean that only 6% of our papers are being picked
up each month?”
MOONSHINE INK

MEMBER

My co-workers took the silly question in stride. “The
opposite! Just 6% of the papers remain.”
(We have changed the terminology to “return rate”
to clarify things for people like me.)
The remark carried over into subsequent meetings
with jokes like, “Wow, you must’ve had a lot of faith
in this paper if you thought so few people picked
it up,” or “Didn’t you think to mention that such a
pick-up rate would mean a lot of wasted paper?”
I did, and yes. But bear with me in my naive
thought process: I’m a print journalist in a country
where newspaper circulation is at its lowest point
since data began being collected, and employment
has dropped by nearly 50% within a decade recently.

MOONSHINE INK MEMBERS
BECOME A MEMBER TODAY AT MOONSHINEINK.COM/MEMBERS

HERO $1,200+ annually
Heather Boger

Ernest Grossman

Steve Teshara

WARRIOR $600+ annually
Jeff Dalton
Roxanne Duffield
Kathleen Eagan & James Duffy
Mike & Pam English
Sierra Mountain Mortgage
Steven Jolly
Stefanie Olivieri
Graham Powell

Rick Stephens
Kenneth & Lynne Weakley
Michael Witherspoon
Lois Zell
Pomin’s Tahoe Hot Tubs
Ryan Group Architects
The Rayfield Family

GUARDIAN $300+ annually
Lisa Ascher
Walter Auerbach
Tom Ballou
Alison Bermant
Cedar Glen Lodge
Sierra College
Ruth Cross
Gary Davis
Kristi Denton Cohen
Ann Diemer
Jessie Eastman
Dan Haas
Jon Hartung
(Anonymous Donor)
Gretchen Corbin &
KC Seymour
Andie Keith
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(Anonymous Donor)
Edy Klang
Christopher Kohlhardt
Lisa Laliotis
Laurel & Tom Lippert
Dale Livezey
Jeff Loux
Kerry Loux
(Anonymous Donor)
Mike Richardson
Clay & Lori Richey
Andrew Ryan
Laura & Mike Ryan
Scott Ryan
Chris Ryman
M.C. Sabarese
Jimmy Self
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Kathryn Shaffer
Ian Simmons
Georgia Smith
Lee & Teri Smith
Heather Solomon
Tahoe Truckee
Sierra Disposal
Jeanette &
Andrew Terry
Nelson & Edna
Van Gundy
Kimberly Warren
Tom Watson
Jennifer Wayman
Jane Weeks
Brian Wright
Jan & Louise Zabriskie

MOONSHINEINK.COM

SUSTAINER

“Print is a dying industry,” my college professors
used to tell me. “You need to be ready to have a lot
of skills if you stick with this type of job.”
So, I spread myself thin, taking not only classes
about reporting, but editing and graphic design and
photography and social media and anything that

$120+ annually

Tanya Africa
Doug & Pat Allen
Eddy Ancinas
(Anonymous Donor)
Kerry Andras
Elizabeth Archer
Paul & Alice Arthur
Eve & Roger Auch
Maxwell L. Bailey
Paul Barna
Ellie Beals
Daniel Beringer
Jean Bertrand
Candy Blesse
Mary Blocher
Jennifer Bloomfield
John & Dagny Borcich
Virginia Boucher
Barbara Boyce
Beth Bradford
Kim Bradley
(Anonymous Donor)
Karen Bradshaw
Lucila Bratt
Melissa Brendt
Hailey Brewer
Carla Brown
Laura Brown
Pete Bucter
Tara Buffington
David Bunker
Coralie Burgess
Dale & Joan Bush
Scott Cadagan
Stacy Caldwell
Valeria & George Cano
Jen Carlile
The Carr Sick Family
Chris & Kevin Carroll
Jamie Casey
Mark Charney
Megan Chillemi
(Anonymous Donor)
Mitch Clarin
James Colbert
Michele Coleman
Brent Collinson
Nanette Cronk
Peter Crosby
Breeze & Sue Cross
Mary & Paul Cushing
Courtney Dabney
Colleen Dalton
Gayle Dana
Marsha Demarest
(Anonymous Donor)
Jack & Lynda Detling
Drew Deurlington
Bret Dezordo
Seana Doherty
Brian & Joy Doyle
Kevin Drake
Sara Dube
Dennis & Leslie Dugger
James Easterbrook
Susane Eaton

Ingrid Eccles
Tom & Deb Echenique
Valerie Elder
Jen Ellermeyer
Lois Ermak
Vivian Euzent
Michael Eyton-lloyd
Trevor Fagerskog
Chris Fajkos
Shannon Falker
David Fenimore
Michele Finch
Christa Finn
Julia Flaherty-Lawrence
Wendy Floersch
Patrick Flora
Carolyn Fox
Kay Fox
Kathy Freeman
Sharon & David Freeman
Judy Friedman
Chris Gallagher
Isabelle Geiger
Lynn Gibson
Rolf Godon
Danny & Anne Goeschl
Christine Gordon
Mike Gorman
Pat Gregor
Gail Griesmer
Timea & Scott Griset
Arthur Grossman
Ron Grove
(Anonymous Donor)
Ruth Hall
Emily & Dean Headley
Judy Hemingway
Deirdre Henderson
Ralph Hendrix
Cody Hess
Kathy Hess-Slocum
Randy Hill
John Hillstrom
Pam & Tom Hobday
Cherrill Hoeft
Kendra Hoeft
Jan Holan
Brandon Howerton
Jake & Lauren Hudson
Stephanie Huntingdale
Ellen & Donald Hyatt
Fred Ilfeld
Sue Rae Irelan
Hugh Jass
Cynthia Jennerwein
Joan Jones
Rene Kaldunski
Otis & Virginia Kantz
Jack Kashtan
Dan Kates
Charles Kellermyer
(Anonymous Donor)
Jessica Kenny
Jenni Kestler
Kathy King
David Kirsch

Anna Klovstad
Walter Knoepfel
Jennifer Knox
Lis Korb Larson
Nick Kosla
Jon Krauss
Arden Kremer
Larry Lapkin
Gaylan & Lynne Larson
Mindi Leffler
(Anonymous Donor)
Michael Linnett
Susi Lippuner
(Anonymous Donor)
Patricia Lopez
David Lougee
Tim Lucas
Andre Luthard
Bob & Kim Lynn
Sally Lyon
Laura Mader
Reina Markheim
(Anonymous Donor)
Kathlee Martin
Tom Deurloo & Mary
Hetherington
Julie & Dave Maurer-Schotzko
P Tanzy Maxfield
(Anonymous Donor)
Robert & Brady McClintock
Shirley McCulloch
Carol Meagher
Shana, Nate, & Daisy
Melen Berger
David Metres
Megan Michelson
Annaliese Miller
Lettie M. Miller
Robert Miller
Richard & Ronda Miner
Walter Mirczak
Marisa Mirviss
Tony Hardy & Molly Stuart
Dennis Moore
Mike Murphy
Jane Newhard-Parks
Elena Nyhan
Rob O’Keefe
Crystal Obregon
Steve & Sally Osborn
John & Diane Pang
Heather Payne
(Anonymous Donor)
Natalie Pecoraro
Suzanne Peipher
Christopher Peterson
Dave Polivy
Steven Poncelet
Wayne Poulsen
(Anonymous Donor)
(Anonymous Donor)
(Anonymous Donor)
John Radebold
Laurel & Paul Raymore
Leighton Raynor
Laura Read

(Anonymous Donor)
Peggy Ricketts
Tom & Teri Rinne
Jose Rivero
Katherine & Neil Rodriguez
Mike Rogers
Kathryn Rohlf
David Rothman
Linda Russon
Barbara Ryan
Sue Sage
Eric & Kelley Sandel
Anthony Saraceno
Sage Sauerbrey
Dean Schaecher
Andrea Schaffer
Chuck & Arleen Schaller
Jennifer Schaller
Kurt Schmitz
Andy Schwartz
Alison Schwedner
Justin Seago
Lauren Shearer
Wendy Shelton
(Anonymous Donor)
Janae Smith
Laurel Spivock
Greg Stach
(Anonymous Donor)
(Anonymous Donor)
Kim Stewart
Alex Stodtmeister
Thomas & Carla Stokes
Wendy Sumner
Arthur Takaki & Brita Tryggvi
Stefan Tampe
Christina Temple
William Thauvette
Kristi & Chris Thompson
Steven Thompson
Ed & Janet Thorp
Katharina Tonett
Margery Tonna
Michael Turner
Rich Valentine
Katharine Veni
Terri Viehmann
Emily Vitas
Maria VonDerAhe Harrison
Linda Welch
Laura Whittall
Alonzo Wickers
Carol Wilson
(Anonymous Donor)
Laurie Woods
Jennifer & Todd Zaayer
Katie Zanto
Anna Zara
Bonnie Zellers
David Zimmerman
Dave Zook
William & Diane Zuendt
Id.3 Interior Design
Stefan Bolka
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could make me a threat when it came to working in an actual
newsroom.
It’s a good thing I did. Recall that stat I shared, about the
drop in newsroom employment: It came from a Pew Research
Center report. About 50% of newspaper staffers have been laid
off since 2008, but printing presses continue to whir, spitting
out papers; it’s 50% of the people doing 100% of the work.
I was hired to work at Moonshine as a news reporter. Now,
I’m also an associate editor and graphic designer, assisting
with social media, helping plan and lead events, and dabbling
in audio reporting. Great for a résumé; demanding on a work
schedule.

Bear
with us.
We’re all
wearing these
masks up over
our snouts.

There’s no intent there to humble-brag. Rather, regardless
of Moonshine’s entire staff of eight wearing many a hat, the
newspaper industry continues to crumble around us while
simultaneously competing with social media platforms that
spread fake news six times faster than the truth.
What’s the silver lining in this scenario? Hold on tight while the
parachute fails to launch? Of course not. We evolve and adapt.
If our parachute isn’t deploying, or it comes out with holes and
in tatters, you can bet that we’re patching things as we fall.
That’s what this membership program is all about, seeking a
helping hand from the community fabric we’re part of.

Hours TBD • Weather Dependent • 530-581-3117
599 N. Lake Blvd., Ste. A Tahoe City, CA 96145

I’m thankful to have this job for a million and one
reasons, not the least because it’s my passion. But high up on
that list is being a news reporter in a community that wants us
around.
Thank you for being a 90%-plus Moonshine-reading
community, and not a 6% one.

christyhill.com

EARTH TO TABLE
BE KIND | BE CALM | BE HELPFUL

PEW, PEW: According to the Pew Research Center, staff numbers in print
newsrooms dropped by 47% between 2008 and 2018. Moonshine Ink has
maintained a permanent staff of about eight (plus freelance and contract
positions). Chart, information courtesy Pew
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

115 Grove St ., Tahoe Cit y CA 530 -5 83- 8551
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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GO ONLINE
MOONSHINEINK.COM
Weigh in on Covid-19 Vaccines

DOGS

One of our goals on moonshineink.com is to create more
interactivity, and lately, we’ve been wanting to hear from you
directly on our site. Right now, it’s all about vaccinations.
Take our anonymous, three-question quiz about your experiences and
opinions about the currently available Covid-19 vaccines.

Visit moonshineink.com/survey/vaccinations-in-tahoe
or click the box below the featured articles
on our home page to weigh in.

Katie Good Girl & Arrow/
Seana Doherty, Stacy Caldwell

This Doggone Issue …
With over 200 dog photos submitted for our photo essay (p. 41),
narrowing them down was ruff. We didn’t have the heart to truly
leave anyone out. All photos we considered set in wintertime that
were high enough quality for our site can be found at moonshineink.com/mountain-life/tahoe-dogs. (Submitted summer or
springtime photos? Keep an eye out …)

Tahoe Talks Tackles the Economy
On April 5 at 1 p.m., we invite you to our Zoom room to discuss the
future of Tahoe’s economy in our sixth-ever installment of Tahoe Talks.
Is a tourism-rooted economy still the way ahead? Should it be? If not,
what’s next? Our editorial team, alongside a broad panel of voices
entrenched in the topic, will host a conversation to tackle these
questions in a critical, thoughtful way.

Here’s a few more furry citizens we
just couldn’t exclude from these pages
in the meantime.

Email alex@moonshineink.com for the registration link. The Ink’s
Tahoe Talks are virtual community conversations encouraging vibrant
civil discourse.

Visit moonshineink.com/tahoe-talks to review past programs.
Bertches “The Bear”/
Christina Stoever Young

Ernie/Tootie Truesdell

Mayzee/Susan LaCornu & Jack Patterson

Got a tip? Email us at editors@moonshineink.com.
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Chui/April Mirczak

SOCIALIZE
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

NEWS

BY MELISSA SIIG
Special to Moonshine Ink

Tensions are high between locals and newcomers
over leashed vs. unleashed dogs

I

n the wake of Covid
migration to Tahoe/
Truckee, a collision
between mountain and
city culture, between old
and new, is occurring in
neighborhood streets,
on bike paths, and along
trails. Confrontations can
get heated and angry. And
nobody has an easy solution. The source of this
conflict? Man’s best friend.
Dogs are as much a part
of mountain culture as the
peaks themselves. Our
furry friends are our faithful

companions on long hikes
deep into the woods, short
walks around the neighborhood, mountain bike rides,
and playtime on the beach.
In Tahoe/Truckee, dogs
accompany us to work, hang
out in offices and shops,
and sometimes even roam
streets and trails on their
own. Many people say a
benefit of living in a rural
area is that dogs have plenty
of room to play and run,
to be true to their canine
nature. So what happens
when this lifestyle butts up
against county laws, new

residents who are used to
dogs on leashes, and even
locals who are afraid of
dogs? A clash of momentous
proportions ensues, and
some long-time residents
worry that the war over
leashed vs. unleashed dogs
is yet another sign that our
region is losing its mountain
culture.

Laws vs. Norms vs.
Newcomers
With Tahoe/Truckee divided
up between so many
jurisdictions, it can be hard
to keep straight the rules

UNLEASHED: Carla Brown, owner of Savvy Dog Training in Truckee, sits outside her home in Tahoe Donner with her
two rescue dogs. “If it were my perfect world, we would have life like we used to have, where dogs are off-leash a
lot,” she said. “It makes for a healthier dog community.” Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

SNOW PLAY: Caitlin Brennan enjoys being outside with her dogs Miles,
Donnie, and Cooper (left to right). Courtesy photo

WE HAVE JUST ENJOYED THIS DOG
NIRVANA FOR SO LONG AND ALL OF
A SUDDEN THIS OUTSIDE WORLD HAS
COME TO US AND IS THREATENING OUR WAY
OF LIFE. THIS DOG THING IS SUCH A PERSONAL
ISSUE. IT IS LIKE RELIGION AT THIS POINT.”


~ CARLA BROWN, SAVVY DOG TRAINING

regarding dogs. In Washoe
and Placer counties, dogs
are required to be on-leash
at all times except when on
their own property or in a
dog park (Washoe makes
an exception for sparsely
populated areas, such as off
Pyramid Highway). The only
exception in Incline Village
is the Village Green, where
dogs are allowed off-leash if
there are no soccer games
or other events occurring.
The Town of Truckee is a
little different. Dogs do not
have to be leashed if they
are well-trained and under
voice control. However,
homeowners associations
can establish their own dog
rules, like Tahoe Donner,
which mandates that dogs
are leashed in common
areas. The U.S. Forest
Service follows the laws of
the county in which the trail
is in. According to Lake
Tahoe Basin Management
MOONSHINEINK.COM

Unit spokeswoman Lisa
Herron, all California
counties have a 6-foot leash
law. The LTBMU, which
manages almost 80% of the
land within the Basin, also
has a website called Dogs
at Lake Tahoe that outlines
where dogs are, and are not,
welcome.
Despite an abundance of
leash laws, as we all know,
there are laws, and there
are customs, and the two
don’t always match up.
Tahoe has traditionally been
a place where many people
enjoy walking and hiking
with their dogs off-leash.
Sky Rondenet, who lived
in Tahoe/Truckee for 27
years until moving to Reno
this past year, currently has
three dogs. She says one of
the great joys of mountain
life is letting her dogs run in
the woods.
See CLASH p. 12
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THE DOG ABIDES: Nancy Ryan of Squirrel!! dog training gives a lesson on
the Dollar Creek bike path. Ryan believes “if your dog has polite manners
and is under voice control, you should be able to walk your dog off-leash.”
Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
SIT, STAY: Tahoe City dog trainer Nancy Ryan’s four “outing” (her term for
“client”) dogs sit nicely for a photo on the Dollar Creek bike path. Photo by
Nancy Ryan

CLASH from p. 11

“Huskies need to run and
that’s why I’ve always lived
in the mountains for that
lifestyle and culture. They
like to be open and free and
I don’t want to worry about
other people around me all
the time,” she said.
Rondenet, who last lived
in Tahoe Donner, says

she makes an effort to be
respectful of other people
when out with her dogs.
She keeps her dogs on a
leash when starting out on
a trail to see if there are
other people around, and if
not, she lets her dogs run.
She also leashes her dog up
when passing other dogs,
and always when on the
Truckee River Legacy Trail.

To her dismay, Rondenet
says it’s much harder now to
find a place to walk with her
dogs off-leash because her
favorite spots are becoming
more crowded.

THE WAY BAY AREA PEOPLE MANAGE
THEIR DOGS IS COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT THAN THE WAY
MOUNTAIN PEOPLE MANAGE THEIR DOGS. WE
HAVE TO MEET IN THE MIDDLE.”

“It’s completely different
now, there are people everywhere, our whole existence
is out the window,” she said.
“Anytime I go anywhere
there are people and dogs
everywhere, it’s not relaxing
or peaceful the way it used
to be. It’s a shame, because
we sacrifice a lot to live in
the mountains.”



~ SKY RONDENET

“When people live in places
that have a lot more people
like the Bay Area, there
are not a lot of options to
have dogs off-leash,” she
said. “What they know
about having a dog is you
go to the dog park or walk

them on a leash. There is
no choice B, which is what
we have enjoyed, which is
having dogs off-leash.”
When walking a large group
of client dogs, Brown does
not use leashes, and she

Although Rondenet said
she has not experienced
any conflicts with other dog
owners, she does notice a
difference between the way
locals on the one hand, and
visitors and new homeowners on the other, handle
their dogs. Her answer is to
find a happy medium.
“The way Bay Area
people manage their dogs
is completely different than
the way mountain people
manage their dogs,” she
said. “We have to meet in
the middle. [New residents]
can’t be super uptight at
locals who have let their
dogs run free for years, and
locals shouldn’t piss off city
people who are more rigid
about their dogs.”
Carla Brown, who has
owned Savvy Dog Training
in Truckee for 15 years, has
also noticed the disparity
between locals’ and newcomers’ views on dogs.

GO FETCH: Django chases a ball at Boca Reservoir. Photo by Jeremy Jensen
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often walks up to six dogs
at a time. She believes
that dogs need to run free
to get enough exercise,
and it teaches them how
to properly socialize with
other dogs.

compounded by owners who
pull their dogs away from
other ones, preventing them
from exercising their natural
desire to smell nearby dogs.
This leads to a vicious cycle
where the dog never learns
how to socialize with other
canines.

“I can’t tell you the number
of times the only way to
get enough progress with a
dog’s behavior problems is
to have the dog off-leash,”
she said. “I think our dogs
are behaviorally much
healthier because they
have the freedom to run.

Brown said this is exemplified by the fact that while
her dog trainer friends in
the Bay Area specialize in
leash aggression, most of
the calls she gets from local
dog owners is about recall.

WHEN I AM IN THE STREET, WHICH
THE LEASH LAW COVERS PUBLIC
STREETS, I AM OBEYING THE
LAW, AND I HAVE AN EXPECTATION THAT
OTHERS OBEY THE LAW AS WELL.


GO, DOG, GO: Kaya, 11, and puppy of 7 months TaunTaun frolicking “in our back yard where we go every day in
Prosser Lake Meadows,” as their human Nicole Gaich wrote in an email to Moonshine. Photo by Nicole Gaich

~ LOIS ZELL, ALPINE MEADOWS

Leash walks are not enough
exercise, they are just a
warm-up.”
Tethering our pooches is
also known to lead to leash
aggression. If dogs are never
allowed off-leash and cannot
sniff other canines, they
can get frustrated. This is

She has trained her own
dogs to obey the threesecond rule: they have three
seconds to go up to another
dog, say hello, and then
keep moving.
Like Rondenet, Brown said
she is having to go farther
and farther away from popu-

lar dog trails to avoid being
yelled at by other people.

personal issue. It is like
religion at this point.”

“I get so tired of battling,
I don’t want to do it all
the time,” she said. “We
have just enjoyed this dog
nirvana for so long and all
of a sudden this outside
world has come to us and
is threatening our way of
life. This dog thing is such a

Nancy Ryan, who owns
Squirrel!! dog training in
Tahoe City, believes that
leash walks are important
to establish the owner as
the leader, and in congested
areas like bike paths. But she
also relishes hiking and skiing
with her dogs off-leash.
“I have lived here 27 years
and there is nothing more
fun than going out in the
woods and going for a ski
and having my four [client]
dogs trotting really nice
behind me,” she said.
However, like Brown, since
the pandemic began Ryan
has noticed a huge change
in the number of people
who react negatively to
her when she is out with
unleashed dogs. Ryan said
she gets yelled at on a daily
basis. She told Moonshine
Ink that this summer in
Shirley Canyon, some
hikers far away from her on
the trail started screaming
at her to leash her dog since
their dog was not neutered.

FREEDOM: Sky Rondenet’s Great Pyrenees Finley snuggles with her and another pooch on a cozy hammock.
Rondenet, who has two other dogs, prefers to walk on trails with her dogs off-leash. Photo by Sky Rondenet

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

“I just looked at them and
called my dogs and they
were right there next to me,
they didn’t even go near the
other dog,” she said.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

“I am almost in disbelief at
what people are saying and
screaming at me, they are
not even trying to have a
conversation.”
Ryan implements her
training with celebrity dog
trainer Cesar Millan, who
teaches that calm is a dog
owner’s superpower, to deal
with both humans and dogs.
In another situation this
winter on the Dollar Creek
bike path, Ryan recalled
a woman screaming and
cursing at her to leash her
dog because her own dog
was aggressive.
“I looked at her very calmly
and politely said no. I said,
‘the reason your dog is
aggressive is because you
are aggressive,’” shared
Ryan, who notes that dogs
feed off the energy of their
owners. “Why should my
dogs be punished because
you are not responsible?”
Not all newcomers to the
area are fanatical about
keeping dogs leashed.
Greg Hill, who has had a
second home in Truckee
for 15 years, moved fulltime to his Lahontan home
from Sacramento this
fall. Hill has two dogs, a
See CLASH p. 14
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13-year-old lab and a
1-year-old English cream
retriever. Although it
was the norm to keep
dogs on a leash in
Sacramento, he says in
Truckee it varies whether
or not he leashes his
dogs, depending on
which dog he is taking
out and where.

The Problem with Poop
We all know there are a lot of dogs in Tahoe.
But how many? A 2003 study by the Lahontan
Regional Water Quality Control Board estimated
there were 15,000 dogs in the Basin. According
to the study, nutrient loads from 15,000 dogs
may have the same impacts as 4,000 to 5,000
people hooked up to septic systems: the
discharge of 81 metric tons of nitrogen and 16
metric tons of phosphorous into soils a year.
With that study almost 20 years old and the
population increase that occurred in the region
just last year due to the pandemic, it’s safe to
say the Basin has a lot more dogs.
In a 2008 report, the University of Nevada, Reno
looked at a popular dog exercise area at Lake
Tahoe to examine the risk of E. coli from dog
feces contaminating water in the area. While it
did not find definitive contamination from this
specific microbe, it cautioned that diseasecausing organisms could enter water supplies,
especially when runoff from snowmelt or rainfall
is high, such as during fall and spring months.
The UNR report offered important suggestions for
encouraging dog owners to pick up after their
pets. The study found that dogs tended to do
their business at trailheads and trail crossings,
so providing bag dispensing stations and trash
cans at those locations could encourage owners to collect and dispose of their dogs’ waste.
The researchers also advised that placing a
pole surrounded by sand away from waterways
would attract dogs to defecate near the pole
rather than near rivers and streams.
Both studies concluded that if pet owners were
responsible about picking up their dogs’ poop,
many problems could be avoided. “Much of
the impact could be mitigated if residents and
recreational users routinely picked up and
properly disposed of dog feces,” the Lahontan
study stated.
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“For us it’s about common
sense and being responsible and understanding
your surroundings and
making the right judgment
call,” he said.

Bad Dog
Of course, not all dogs
are as well trained as
those under Brown’s
and Ryan’s supervision,
which is the reason why
towns and cities have
leash laws. The laws are
designed to keep both
pets and humans safe.
“The law is there for
their [dogs’] safety, it’s
meant to keep dogs
safe and happy,” said
Placer County Animal
Control Officer Melissa
Holbrook. “If you are
scared of dogs, you don’t
want a strange dog running up on you, it could
turn into a civil issue. It’s
better to follow the letter
of the law.”
Alpine Meadows resident Lois Zell, who has
lived in the valley fulltime since 2013, likes to
take walks around her
neighborhood, but after
an unleashed dog tried
to bite her last March,
upon the suggestion of
animal control she now
carries pepper spray and
has used it on dogs on
two occasions.
“When I am in the
street, which the leash
law covers public
streets, I am obeying
the law, and I have an
expectation that others
obey the law as well,”
said Zell, who noted

AS A COMMUNITY WE NEED TO
THINK ON A COMMUNITY LEVEL
ABOUT DOGS. WE ARE TALKING
ABOUT TENS OF THOUSANDS OF POUNDS
OF DOG WASTE IN THE BASIN.”
~ MADONNA DUNBAR, TAHOE WATER SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION
that she would have sued
the dog owner if the bite
had broken skin. “If they
have a dog with them, the
dog should be on a leash.”
Pam Zinn, who has lived
on the North Shore for
25 years, said both she
and her 11-year-old
lab Jasper have been
attacked by other dogs.
At Bristlecone Beach, a
Ridgeback slammed into
Jasper, knocking him off
his feet. Right before
that happened, the owner
told her the dog was
friendly. At her Tahoe
City condo complex, Zinn
said a neighbor’s dog
has come after her four
times, running out of his
house, knocking her to the
ground, and biting Jasper.
The owner also told her
the dog was friendly.
Zinn, who walked away
scraped and bruised, is
now afraid to walk in her
neighborhood.

We Are the
Poop Fairy
But what riles up Zinn the
most is the amount of dog
poop she finds around her
condo complex.
“There are dog bags
around the entire complex,
dumpsters too, and people
still don’t get it,” she said.
“Even at the park at the
beach, they have bags and
people still don’t pick up
after their dogs. I don’t
understand why people
have a problem picking up
after their dogs.”
Dale Livezey, a former dog
owner who lives in San
Francisco, but spent three
months this past fall living
in Tahoe Donner, said he
is surprised by the how
much dog poop he sees in
the area.

“Maybe because it’s snowy
and I can see the poop,
but people here don’t
clean up after their dogs
on the street,” he said.
“In the city, people always
do, or mostly do, clean
up after their dogs … It’s
frustrating for someone
who does take care to
clean up.”
With additional full-time
residents and visitors
around Tahoe/Truckee,
dog numbers have
increased and with them
comes more poop.
The Tahoe City Public
Utility District, which
manages the North Shore’s
beaches and parks, has
seen an increase in the
use of poop bags since
last spring. As a result,
the district has provided
more bags at all of its
facilities, according to
TCPUD Director of Parks
and Recreation Valli
Murnane, who added that
people have been good at
disposing the bags in trash
receptacles.
But plastic poop bags
have their downsides too.
People forget them and
leave them on trails, and
then the bags can wash
away and enter waterways.
“We are seeing more and
more plastic dog bags in
creeks and streams,” said
Lisa Wallace, Truckee
River Watershed Council
executive director. “It can
be hard for people who
have been here five or 40
years to understand the
impact of growth, it can
make it hard to think,
‘wow, I have to behave in
a different way and clean
up after my beloved pooch
every single time,’ and
the answer today is yes,
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with neighbors, but it’s not
a giant increase. But the
calls have never slowed
down, it’s been constant
through all of it.”

TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS: Tahoe City resident Pam Zinn, with her dog
Jasper, is frustrated with people who don’t pick up after their dogs. Photo
by Pam Zinn

we have to clean up every
single time because there
are so many people here.”
Dog waste poses a threat
to waterways because
it carries nitrogen and
phosphorous, which can
create algae, and also
spreads diseases that are
dangerous to humans. The
good news is that water
sampling in the Basin
doesn’t show any tremendous impacts from dog or
wildlife waste, according
to Madonna Dunbar,
Tahoe Water Suppliers
Association executive
director. While the
Truckee River Watershed
Council is not monitoring dog feces in Truckee
waterways, Wallace said
she believes the study’s
findings that Dunbar is
referring to.
“That fecal matter associated
with dog waste would not
show up in our water makes
sense because there is such
volume of water that is
constantly moving,” she said.
Dog waste is also only
dangerous when it is wet,
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

according to Dunbar.
Once it’s dry, though still
unsightly, it can no longer
shed contaminants into
the water.
“But this doesn’t mean
people shouldn’t be responsible about it,” Dunbar
said. “We have a lot of
dogs. As a community we
need to think on a community level about dogs. We
are talking about tens of
thousands of pounds of dog
waste in the Basin.”

Simmering Tensions
Despite the increase in
the number of people
moving to Tahoe/Truckee
and rising tension between
locals and newcomers over
leashes, Truckee as well as
Washoe and Placer counties officials all say they
are not receiving more
complaints about conflicts
between dog owners.
“I can’t say we are having more calls,” Placer’s
Holbrook said. “Call
volume went up a little
in Tahoe because more
people are at home dealing

Ironically, one agency
that does not have animal
control enforcement powers — the TCPUD — has
seen a spike in calls about
unleashed dogs running
around beaches and parks.
The district put up a new
sign at Skylandia Beach to
call Placer County Animal
Control for enforcement.
Although dogs are not
permitted at the beach
(they are allowed in the
park and trails above the
beach), it has historically
been a popular place to
bring dogs. The district
also placed new signs
along the bike path that
dogs should be on a short
leash on a multi-use trail.
“I’ve heard all sides to
the story,” said Murnane,
who is also a dog owner.
“Sometimes dogs on
a leash can be more
aggressive. But I haven’t
seen too many negative
interactions.”

A lot of those interactions are happening on
social media. A post on
Nextdoor’s Donner Lake
group in February from a
woman asking people to
stop demanding spaces
that prohibit dogs elicited
over 40 comments in
one day. One commenter
wrote: “What you are seeing is the side effect of too
many people in our small
town. There are millions of
places to run your dog. We
live in an outdoor mecca.
Get out to the lakes …”
Tahoe City-based dog
trainer Ryan believes that
the pandemic is contributing to conflicts among dog
owners not only because
more people have moved
to the area, but also
because people feel a loss
of control as a result of
Covid.

she wrote in a text to
Moonshine Ink.
So maybe we all could
use Cesar Millan’s advice
when dealing with other
dog owners, and people
in general: stay calm. Or,
Truckee-based dog trainer
Brown offers another tip:
“New people need to
understand that what they
really need to be working on is a way to give
their dogs more freedom
so they can enjoy what
our dogs do,” she said.
“Bottom line is, teach your
dog to come when they are
called and then they can
play like a real dog.”

“Because people feel so
out of control about their
lives, they just want to
control everything around
them that they can and
are very reactive when
we do not behave or have
the same rules as them,”

We asked for Tahoe dog photos
and, boy, you came through. See
the paw-fect photo collage, p. 41.

HAPPY DOG: Photo by Isaac Freed
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BY ALEX HOEFT
Moonshine Ink

How many new residents came to Truckee/North Tahoe in 2020?

L

iving in Tahoe: Surrounded by
world-famous nature, subscribing
to mountain-living, and doing it all
while working remotely. The question
top of mind is how many people
moved to (not just vacationed in) the
North Tahoe/Truckee region last year?
To find answers, Moonshine Ink made
the rounds, utilizing different metrics
to better understand the quantity of
recent Tahoe transplants who have
come aboard (welcome, friends!). In
this piece, we look at property sales
data, second- to permanent-homeowner ratios, and school enrollment.

The numbers come with caveats, but
numbers we have: In 2020, at least
8,700 people newly found a home
within the region; over 1,000 oncesecond homeowners in Truckee have
made their residence primary; and private and charter schools experienced
massive increases in applications for
the current school year.
Starting off, housing. Nearly $3
billion worth of real estate swapped
hands around Truckee/North Tahoe
last year, an 87% increase in dollar
volume compared to 2019, according to the Multiple Listing Service

(MLS), which compiles data about
for-sale properties.
There are other significant percentages within that increase. For
example, based on MLS market
information, comparing 2019 and
2020, there was a 60% increase in
single-family residence and condo
sales last year in Incline Village.
From 2018 to 2019, there had been
a drop of 11%.
Adding up MLS numbers from
Incline Village, the North and West
shores, and Truckee/Donner Summit

MORE ONLINE
View resources used and
attributed to in this article
at moonshineink.com.

in 2020, the total sum of sales was
3,335. Utilizing the U.S. Census
Bureau’s average of 2.61 persons
per household, that would mean
about 8,700 people took an interest
in Tahoe-living in one form or the
other last year, whether as their
primary or secondary residence.
(To compare apple to Covid-19plagued apple, 2,191 sales happened
in 2019.) And there may have been
more transactions had housing
inventory allowed it.
Aaron Norris, vice president of
property insights for real estate data
company PropertyRadar, mentioned
stories he’d heard about “people
door-knocking, offering $3 million
cash” for homes in Truckee.
Jackie Ginley, real estate agent with
Chase International and Moonshine
Ink columnist, said it’s worth noting
that many people who sold property
last year were likely second homeowners, aka “one person from out of
town selling to another from out of
town,” as she wrote in an email.

THE LUCKY FEW: Lake Tahoe School in Incline Village has seen a 36% increase in student population since the end of the 2019/20 school year.
Pictured here are LTS seventh graders collecting trash for community service. Courtesy photo
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“Speaking anecdotally, I haven’t
seen a big spike in the number
of people buying here in Tahoe/
Truckee as a primary residence,”
Ginley continued. “The majority
are buying a second home here and
just planning to spend more time in
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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Tahoe because, [if] they can
work from anywhere, why
not hang out in Tahoe?”
So what about second
homeowners who made
their stay more permanent
last year?
Truckee’s Tahoe Donner is
one of the largest homeowners associations in the state,
comprising 6,473 properties.
The association distributed
a survey to its residents on
Dec. 29, 2020, geared in
part toward understanding
the changing demographics,
wrote Lindsay Hogan, director of the Tahoe Donner’s
communications and member relations, in an email.
Nine percent of the 2,643
respondents marked that
though they hadn’t before,
they now use their property
full time, since the pandemic
began (assuming roughly a
3% margin of error).
“Another key point from the
latest survey is that 36% of
respondents said although
not full-time residents,
they are using their home
more often, while only 12%
indicated using their home
less often,” Hogan added.
Of the 9% living in Tahoe
Donner more, two-thirds
said they plan to make their
move to Truckee permanent.
That would mean 388
residences going from parttime to full-time occupancy.
Again, using the 2.61 average household number, that
amounts to around 1,013
newly permanent Tahoe
Donner residents.
Meanwhile, talk around the
community is that schools
are experiencing large
increases in enrollment. For
Lake Tahoe School, a private
education option in Incline
Village with a capacity
of 220 students, that has
certainly been the case.
Since the end of the 2019/20
school year, there’s been
a 36% uptick in student
numbers for LTS.
Generally, if a family moved
to town and went through
the application process and
was a good fit, they would be
placed in the school. “There
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

was only the
NEARLY $3 BILLION WORTH OF REAL ESTATE
rare occurSWAPPED HANDS AROUND TRUCKEE/NORTH
rence where
TAHOE LAST YEAR, AN 87% INCREASE IN DOLLAR
we would have
VOLUME COMPARED TO 2019
a class full
of 20 and we
would have to
District, that data is majorly
likely an indicator of interest
go onto a waitlist,” said Kris
limited in providing answers
in an election. Even though
Nugent, assistant head of
on account of irrigation,
California has a type of
school and admissions direcweather, and seepage. Case
automatic voter registration,
tor. “… But that all changed
in point: During the winter
it’s an opt-out at the point of
when Covid hit.”
when rain or snow falls,
a DMV transaction.”
water seeps into the sewer
By early summer 2020, LTS’s
Looking at water and sewer
system, causing inflated data.
phones were ringing off the
data wouldn’t provide the
hook. “We went from being
Poncelet did mention that
differences between visitors
a school that could always
water usage has gone up over
and residents, either. And
place students to now we
the last few years, but the
anyway, explained Steven
have approximately 130 kids
aforementioned variables
Poncelet, public informaon the waitlist, waiting to
influence that rise more than
tion and strategic affairs
get in for next year,” Nugent
occupancy does.
director for the Truckee
said, adding that he’s even
Donner Public Utility
begun a waitlist for the
2022/23 year.

Ultimately, the question
continues to burn, especially
with clear indicators of a
larger population in Truckee/
North Tahoe.
Regarding the general influx
of new residents, Hogan with
Tahoe Donner shared her
hopes against tribalism, citing
the common “us vs. them”
approach. New full-time
residents, she said, come
with many positive attributes:
“New energy and ideas, new
businesses, potential stability to the seasonality of our
revenue cycles, [and] new
community leaders.”

Similar to LTS, other schools
like Creekside Charter
in Olympic Valley, Forest
Charter in Truckee, and
Tahoe Expedition Academy
in Truckee told Moonshine
they too experienced an
increase in applications —
Creekside weighed in with a
whopping surge of over 50%.
But public schools are not
showing the same trend.
Incline Village enrollment
increased moderately at the
high school (from 318 in
2019 to 344 in 2020), but
not its middle or elementary
schools. LTS doesn’t offer
education above eighth
grade, which Nugent said
may be related to Incline
Village High School’s growth.
The Tahoe Truckee Unified
School District reported
only a slight increase as
well, about 40 new students,
for an approximate total of
4,350 students in its 2020/21
enrollment.
These three data sets are just
a few metrics. Moonshine
explored other options to
obtain a specific count to the
area’s new residents, but not
all panned out.
Voter registration, for example, isn’t a clear indicator for
new permanent residents,
says Natalie Adona, assistant
clerk-recorder in Nevada
County’s registrar’s office:
“In my opinion, the number
of people registered is more

Our wealth of financial expertise
is e x p a n d i n g !

Pacific Crest Wealth welcomes

John Manocchio

Bill Austin and John Manocchio

530-563-5250

bill@pacificcrestwp.com | jcmanocchio@pacificcrestwp.com
11209 Brockway Rd, Ste C203, Truckee, CA 96161
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HAS COVID-19
TAKEOUT EQUALED
MORE TRASH?
You Asked.

They Answered.
Takeout has indubitably increased
in the age of Covid-19 as we strive
to support local restaurants, keep
our social distance, and still feed
ourselves. Has picking up our food
on-the-go increased how much
trash we put out? We reached
out to local waste management
officials and asked: Has Covid-19
and its associated increase of takeout
containers affected the waste stream?
What is the data showing, both for
recyclables and trash?

RESIDENTIAL INCREASE: Overall, trash
from homes, such as in this Cedar Flat
neighborhood, increased, but it balanced
out with lower levels of commercial waste.
Photo courtesy Tahoe Truckee Sierra
Disposal

ACTUALLY, VOLUME
IS DOWN
This answer may surprise you —
the use of takeout containers has
not made a significant impact on
waste disposal in our area. In fact,



the overall amount of waste generated in Northern Nevada is down.
The Lake Tahoe and Northern
Nevada economies have, in the
past, been driven by tourism and
events. Events and participants
typically generate large waste
volumes as businesses prepare
food and sell products to visitors,
who also leave behind waste items
they brought from elsewhere. It’s
true there has been a slight uptick
in residential trash and recycling
in our community as schools have
closed and more people worked
from home. However, the loss of
events and commercial business
over the past year resulted in lower
overall waste volumes (trash and
recycling) in 2020.

That said, Incline Village surprisingly bucks the trend that we saw in
the rest of Northern Nevada, where
the loss of events and reduced business resulted in lower overall waste
volumes. As you can see, there
was a bit more trash in Incline this
past year (see chart next page).
It’s a wild guess on my part, but
that could be an indication of
more full-time residents in the area
versus the typical vacation rentals.
It could also reflect an increase in
home improvement/cleaning that
was popular in 2020.
~ Kendra Kostelecky, Waste
Management, which services
Incline Village

Tahoe Dreamin’
Join our luxurious
laid-back lifestyle!
Call me to
find yours.

530 582 0722
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SORTED AFFAIR: Workers separate items at the recycling center. Photo courtesy Waste Management
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IT’S MORE THAN TAKEOUT

TOTAL TRASH AND RECYCLING, YEAR OVER YEAR

Be assured the current waste stream is still
being carefully processed for applicable
recyclables. Through the one big bin sorting
process, we exceed diversion requirements and
despite Covid-19 impacts have continued to
do so. Along with more takeout containers, we
are also seeing an increase in cardboard due
to more residents ordering goods directly to
their homes. From my standpoint, the increase
in to-go containers is not enough to “tip the
scales” and generate any noticeable data
impact, despite the majority of to-go containers not being recyclable.

“To give a little perspective on the numbers,” Kendra Kostelecky said, “a typical trash collection
truck carries about 12 to 14 tons of garbage at a time.”

The impacts of Covid were sort of on specific
or micro levels, not necessarily reflected on the
whole, because we had impacts going opposite
directions. For example, this summer we had
restaurants that were subscribing to the lowest
levels of service (or none) while at the same
time, the California State Parks were ordering
more dumpsters than they’ve ever needed.
There isn’t a profound effect upon the total
(see chart at right), and a variety of factors are
at play.
The most noticeable impact of Covid-19 is the
relationship between an increase in residential
waste and a decrease in commercial waste,
and over the summer, extreme usage of campground and/or public-facing trash receptacles
and dumpsters.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

TAHOE TRUCKEE SIERRA
DISPOSAL

WASTE MANAGEMENT,
INCLINE VILLAGE
Total Trash
(tons)

Total Single
Stream
Recycling
(tons)

Total Green
Waste/Pine
Needle
Collection
(tons)

23,394.17

13,278

1,219.8

566

64,491.51

25,484.96

12,284

1,257.4

654

65,678.91

24,340.63

13,117

1,131.7

720

Year

Total Trash to
Eastern Regional
Landfill (tons)

Mixed Waste
Recycled
(tons)

2018

62,671.63

2019

2020

~ Kelli Hare, operations at Tahoe Truckee Sierra
Disposal — its service area spans from Tahoe’s West
Shore, from Emerald Bay up and over to Crystal
Bay, northwest to Truckee, and west almost all the
way to Colfax.

YOU ASKED?
Readers submit questions and we find the right
people to answer them. Submit your query to
editors@moonshineink.com.

~ Compiled by Mayumi Elegado
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NEWS BRIEFS

SAN FRANCISCO
On Feb. 23, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
raised a vessel first reported sunk in Lake Tahoe on Jan. 15.
The EPA took this action in coordination with the El Dorado
County Sheriff, the Lahontan Regional Water Quality
Control Board, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, and
the California Department of Fish and Wildlife Office of
Spill Prevention and Response. Efforts to raise the vessel
followed a Feb. 15 report indicating it had begun leaking
oil. It cost the EPA $20,000 to remove the vessel and associated debris from the lake. The work was sourced locally
through High Sierra Marine.
The vessel in question is believed to be an abandoned
40-foot recreational boat, which sank approximately 300
yards offshore from Pope Beach Road in South Lake Tahoe.
Repeated efforts by multiple agencies to identify and
contact the owner have been unsuccessful.
~ EPA press release

2

Initiation of Affordable Housing Task Force
AUBURN

TRUCKEE
In 2016, the Truckee Fire Protection District collaborated
with the community to develop the first Truckee area
Community Wildfire Protection Plan. It identified mitigation
measures including areas in need of fire fuel reduction work
located in the wildland-urban interface (near homes and
businesses), and is slated to be updated in 2022. While the
district has completed some of the priority projects identified in the CWPP through grant funding, the full scope of
needs cannot be addressed without an additional funding
source.
As wildfires continue to become larger, faster, and more
destructive, additional resources are needed to clear dry
brush, remove fire hazards, and better protect against
wildfire emergencies, according to the district. Emergency
evacuation routes and procedures also need to be
improved and firebreaks need to be added and maintained
to prevent or slow the spread of wildfire where needed. The
Truckee Fire Protection District board is currently exploring funding options to address these needs, including a
potential wildfire protection parcel tax measure. A measure
would provide a stable, dedicated source of local funding
for wildfire prevention and mitigation.
More information on a potential measure can be found
at truckeefire.org/wildfireprotectionmeasure. The CWPP
is at tinyurl.com/TruckeeCWPP.
~ Chief Bill Seline email

The Placer County Housing Development Advisory
Taskforce has been approved to help identify and move
Land Trust Nears Closing Date to Purchase
forward affordable housing projects in the county. The
Truckee Springs
panel will consist of nine community members with
TRUCKEE
expertise in housing development who understand the
The hope to create a riverfront park at the 26.33-acre swath
unique housing needs of the region.
of land just south of the Truckee River in downtown Truckee
The creation of the task force follows the establishment of
is approaching its final milestone. Come June, the Truckee
Housing Trust Placer, a private trust to assist in identifying
Donner Land Trust expects to purchase the property
and securing gap funding for affordable housing projects.
(formerly known as the Bright Property and now dubbed
The group will consist of professionals such as builders
Truckee Springs) to the tune of $10 million.
experienced in infill development, community foundations,
“Funding is coming along well for Truckee Springs,” said
residential/commercial brokers, banking and/or mortgage
Greyson Howard, communications director for the land
lenders, land use/housing attorneys, housing advocates,
and student housing stakeholders. Applications will be
reviewed by the Placer County board of supervisors
Estimated Allocation of Incline Village Taxpayer Refunds
and Community Development Resource Agency staff
members.
Tax-Collecting
The task force will meet quarterly at a minimum
Refunds
Interest
Total
Entity
and will act as an advisory group to the board of
supervisors. Applications for these volunteer positions
opened in mid-February for 30 days. Members will be
Washoe
appointed by Placer County’s board in April 2021.
$12,200,000 $11,500,000
23,700,000
County
~ Placer County press release

5

4

Incline Village Property Tax Settlement to
be Paid by All Tax-Collecting Entities
RENO

Washoe
County School
District

10,000,000

9,400,000

19,400,000

In August 2020, Washoe County commissioners
agreed to pay a $56 million settlement to Incline
Village residents following years of litigation and a
court opinion ordering repayment of overpaid taxes.
In a Feb. 24 meeting, commissioners unanimously
decided that all entities that benefited from the
overpayment of property taxes, including the Incline
Village General Improvement District, North Lake
Tahoe Fire Protection District, the State of Nevada,
and the Washoe County School District, will pay their
respective share of overpaid taxes and interest. The
county will withhold subsequent apportionments of
property tax revenue and interest from those other
tax-collecting entities in the amounts outlined to
the right.
~ Washoe County press release

North Lake
Tahoe Fire
Protection
District

4,500,000

4,200,000

8,700,000

State of
Nevada

1,500,000

1,400,000

2,900,000

Incline Village
General
Improvement
District

700,000

600,000

1,300,000
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$28,900,000 $27,100,000

NEVADA COUNTY
PLACER COUNTY

WASHOE
COUNTY

trust. “… We’re
getting really
close to that $3
million in individual
EL DORADO
donations. We’re
M
COUNTY
at over $2.9 million
A
R
T
at this point … To
help get us to the
finish line there and
get more community involved, we’ve had a couple funders
[the Martis Fund, Ralph Eschenbach, and Carol Provan] step
forward and say they’ll match every donation that comes in
between now and closing.”
The remaining $7 million of public dollars has come from
a variety of sources: $500,000 from the Town of Truckee,
$500,000 from the Truckee Tahoe Airport District, $1 million
from a California Natural Resources Agency grant, and $2
million from the California Wildlife Conservation Board. The
TDLT will provide the last $3 million from its own development proposal transfer fees and other funds.
$6 million will purchase the property itself, and an
additional $4 million will provide funding for the bridge,
amenities, and ongoing trail maintenance. Those interested
in donating can visit the land trust website at truckeedonnerlandtrust.org, mail a check to P.O. Box 8816, Truckee,
96162, or call (530) 582-4711.
Simultaneously, alongside raising funds, Howard said the
land trust has been working on trail planning, permitting
and environmental reviews, and coordination with the town
in regard to the bridge that will cross over the river.
Once the property has been obtained, the TDLT will provide access to appropriate agencies for utility or other work.
Howard said a gate or similar structure may be installed
initially to deter the general public and non-official motor
vehicles from passing through. The current no-trespassing
signs will come down with the purchase.
~ AH

ES

1 EPA Removes Sunken Vessel From Tahoe

3 Potential Wildfire Protection Tax Measure

E P TA H O

Editor’s Note: As news shifts rapidly in light of Covid-19
regulations and changes on all levels of government, find our
Tahoe/Truckee coronavirus updates online at moonshineink.
com/tahoe-news/coronaupdates.

#KE

All the news that fits — from original reporting or press releases.
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.

6

Gray Wolf Tracked Farthest South in California
Recorded History as Packs Grow
CALIFORNIA, TAHOE
A collared gray wolf named OR-93 has traveled farther
south in California than any other documented collared
wolf, first departing from his pack southeast of Mt. Hood.
OR-93 made a long trek down into California and eventually ended up in Mono County. The California Department
of Fish and Wildlife confirmed that the wolf left Oregon’s
White River pack.
“OR-93 is the 16th gray wolf documented to have
dispersed into California, and most of those animals have
traveled from Oregon,” explains a Feb. 23 press release
from the CDFW.
According to a release by the Tahoe Fund, in 2017 a
2-year-old female gray wolf was recorded in the Tahoe
area, making it the first time a gray wolf was seen around
the area. The first wolf known in California since the 1920s,
OR-7, first visited in late 2011, according to the CDFW.
“Since then, the state has seen the formation of two
packs,” continues CDFW’s explanation of the lay of the land
of California gray wolf packs. “The Shasta Pack in Siskiyou
County had five pups in 2015 before disappearing late that
year. The Lassen Pack, which occupies parts of Lassen and
Plumas counties, has produced pups each year from 2017
to 2020. Additionally, a new pair of wolves has recently
been documented in Siskiyou County and CDFW biologists
believe it is likely they will produce pups this spring.”
These wolves are being monitored using GPS collars by
the CDFW and the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs.
~ BL

$56,000,000
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7 Land Use Alternatives Under

9

Review, 2022 General Plan
Projected Completion
TRUCKEE

Updates to the Town of Truckee’s general
plan, which looks ahead to 2040, are on
step number four, reviewing land use
alternatives. Consulting agency Ascent
Environmental is currently working with
town staff to make revisions recommended at the January 2021 General Plan
Advisory Committee meeting (which was
partly carried over into an early-February
meeting). Because extensive revisions
and even new options are underway, the
Feb. 25 GPAC meeting was canceled and
discussions will resume at the March 25
meeting.
Goals for the land use alternatives
include preserving open space, providing
increased housing opportunities, and
making the Truckee River a main point
of interest. Focus on these alternatives
began in fall 2019/early winter 2020,
with a five- to six-month delay due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. Jenna Gatto,
planning staffer with the town, told
Moonshine that the land alternatives
discussions have taken substantially
longer than anticipated.
On a positive note, Gatto shared in an
email that the Covid-necessitated shift
to virtual meetings has meant an uptick
in public participation. “It’s obviously
easier for people to just log on to their
computer and Zoom along with us than to
show up in person to a GPAC meeting,”
she wrote.
Summer 2022 is now the projected
completion date for the general plan as a
whole. Regularly maintained information
can be found at truckee2040.com. The
Downtown Specific Plan update is occurring simultaneously, so projected growth
across the downtown corridor and town
as a whole are complementary.
~ AH

8 Progress Toward Green Public

Transportation
AUBURN

Placer County residents could see zero
emission buses traveling around North
Lake Tahoe as soon as 2023 as part of
a county-wide effort to go green. The
board of supervisors approved spending
$345,000 for a zero emission bus feasibility and transition plan that will study the
best way to roll out a green bus fleet over
a 20-year period. The study will analyze
the county’s current fleet and future
needs for both Placer County Transit and
Tahoe Truckee Area Regional Transit. Zero
emission facility concepts and a phasing
strategy will be developed along with a
transition plan and timeline. The study will
evaluate infrastructure for both electric
and hydrogen-fueled vehicles. The county
plans to put the first of its green buses
into operation in 2023. State regulation
requires all public transportation agencies
in California transition to zero emission
buses by 2040. Beginning in 2026, 25%
of new bus acquisitions must be zero
emission, with 100% of all new bus
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

to send weather observations. Tahoe Rain
or Snow particularly needs observations
from sparsely populated, remote, or
backcountry areas of the Sierra Nevada.
~ DRI press release

10 Ordinances for STRs

Introduced by Commissioners
RENO

PRECIPITATION CALCULATION: Desert Research
Institute scientist Meghan Collins collects data via her
smartphone for the Tahoe Rain or Snow project. Photo
courtesy DRI

purchases having to meet that requirement by 2029. The study, partially funded
with state grant dollars specific to green
transportation efforts, will put the county
on track for the timeline laid out by the
California Air Resources board to submit
a zero emission rollout plan by July 1,
2023. WSP USA Inc., who specializes in
zero emission bus implementation, was
elected to complete the evaluation.
~ Placer County press release

9

Traditional Hydrologic Models
May Misidentify Snow as Rain,
New Citizen Science Data Shows
RENO
Normally, we think of the freezing point
of water as 32°F – but in the world of
weather forecasting and hydrologic
prediction, that isn’t always the case.
In the Lake Tahoe region of the Sierra
Nevada, the shift from snow to rain
during winter storms may actually occur at
temperatures closer to 39.5°F, according
to new research from the Desert Research
Institute, Lynker Technologies, and citizen
scientists from the Tahoe Rain or Snow
project. The new paper, published in
Frontiers in Earth Science, used data
collected by 200 volunteer weather
spotters to identify the temperature cutoff
between rain and snow in winter storms
that occurred during the 2020 season.
Their results have implications for the
accuracy of water resources management
and weather forecasting.
Previous studies have found that thresholds used are particularly problematic in
the Sierra Nevada, where a significant
proportion of winter precipitation falls
near 32°F. When the temperature is
near freezing, weather forecasts and
hydrologic models have difficulty correctly
predicting whether it will be raining
or snowing. Tahoe Rain or Snow was
launched in 2019 to take on the challenge
of enhancing the prediction of snow
accumulation and rainfall that may lead
to flooding by making real-time observations of winter weather. The project is
continuing in 2021. To join, text WINTER
to (877) 909-0798. You will find out how
to download the Citizen Science Tahoe
app and receive alerts about good times

As the use of short-term rentals has
increased, the need for ordinances regulating them has become a top priority for
Washoe County. There are approximately
500 to 1,200 STRs in unincorporated
Washoe County, a number that varies
by season, and the vast majority (90%)
of them are in Incline Village/Crystal
Bay. Beginning in February 2019 with
public comment, surveys, workshops,
meetings, and small-group input, Washoe
County determined that the top issues
concerning residents are parking, trash,
noise, and occupancy limits. The board of
county commissioners conducted the first
reading and introduction of the proposed
ordinances in a public hearing on Feb. 24.
The ordinances work to define what an
STR is, and create specific requirements
to mitigate the topics of concern, as well
as to create an enforcement process.
Highlights of the ordinances include no
parties or events (including weddings),
quiet hours, one parking space per four
occupants, no on-street parking, and use
of wildlife-resistant trash containers.
The next step is to hear a second
reading on March 23, when the board
will determine a fees and fines schedule.
Washoe County will collect feedback during the summer travel season and modify
the ordinances as needed before the end
of the year.
~ Washoe County press release

11 A Collaborative Food
Rescue Program
TRUCKEE

Keep Truckee Green has announced
a partnership with Truckee Sourdough
Company and Sierra Community House to
create Feed Truckee, a new food recovery
program. Keep Truckee Green, a division
of the Town of Truckee, recruits and organizes volunteers to pick up surplus bread
products from Truckee Sourdough and
deliver them to Sierra Community House,

a nonprofit that (among numerous other
roles) distributes food and fights hunger
in the Truckee/Tahoe community. Feed
Truckee’s first five deliveries successfully
rescued 960 pounds of bread for human
consumption. Sierra Community House
confirmed that the distributions have gone
smoothly and that all of the bread was
received by grateful community members.
Since the onset of the pandemic, Sierra
Community House has seen demand for
their hunger relief services increase by
216%. Keep Truckee Green is looking for
volunteer drivers to perform the deliveries
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings, from
9 to 9:30 a.m. If you are interested in
volunteering as a food rescuer, please visit
the event page at keeptruckeegreen.org
to learn more, sign the waiver, and claim
your shift. You will then be contacted with
further details.
~ Town of Truckee press release

12

Supervisorial Redistricting
Process Begins to Take Shape
PLACER COUNTY
The next steps to develop new Placer
County supervisorial district boundaries are
underway.
The board of supervisors has voted to
appoint the Placer County planning commission to act as the advisory redistricting
commission to draw redistricting maps,
which will ultimately be brought forward to
the public and board for formal evaluation
and selection.
The board also approved an updated
redistricting timeline, which was originally
approved at the Jan. 26 board meeting.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the U.S.
Census Bureau indicated that states will
not receive 2020 census data for local
jurisdictions until after July 30. Historically,
it has been published in late March.
Following the state’s 30-day review,
the county has a shortened time frame,
between September and early November,
for staff to analyze preliminary census data
and receive community input on potential
supervisorial boundaries and preliminary
map alternatives, hold public meetings
and consider and adopt final maps. In a
presentation to the board, county staff
noted that preliminary redistricting map
alternatives can be drafted and then
updated once 2020 census data is formally
published.
~ Placer County press release

6

OR-93 is the collared gray wolf that was just tracked traveling farther south into California than any other
recorded member of his species. Photo by Austin Smith Jr., Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Truckee/Tahoe Driving Rules

EASY NOW

14. Locals stop for all pedestrians crossing roads
indiscriminately; they might not have spent all their
money yet.

In the Past
BY NELSON VAN GUNDY
Special to Moonshine Ink
1. There obviously are NO Truckee/Tahoe Driving
Rules. Look around and WATCH OUT!
2. It’s not the roads — it’s the people on them!
3. Did you see the front-wheel drive Honda with the
chains on the rear wheels?
4. U-turns are not allowed but should be expected in all
areas.
5. Common belief: Two-wheel drives with slick tires will
climb any hill—if you just spin them fast enough!
6. STOP signs are advisory only.
7. A boat on Donner Lake was cutting through traffic,
and nearly hit a downed water-skier. When stopped, he
said, “But I’m just going over there!”
8. Fifty-plus years ago last June I moved to the mountains, and the local garage/ambulance guy [50 years ago!]
who’d been here since just after World War II sat me
down and said, “Watch out for summer people — they
sometimes pack so fast they forget their brains.”

15. The three-way stop at the Bar of America/Truckee
Hotel corner exists because trains will not and cannot
stop in less than a mile … FAIR WARNING!
16. My grandfather made me learn this poem before
I could ride my bicycle on Kansas county roads (I was
3 years old):
“Here lies the body of Johnny Jay,
Who died maintaining his Right-of-Way.
He was right, dead right, as he sped along,
But he’s just as dead as if he’d been wrong!”
17. A local guy who grew up here, and who has lived in
Reno for 15 years points out: “Reno driving is worse!”
MORAL OF THE STORY:
Slow down and leave lots of room!
~ Nelson Van Gundy has survived driving in Truckee/Tahoe
for over 40 years.

KNOW YOUR LIMITS

NOT A RAMP

In September, he asked me, “Remember what I told you
in June?”
I responded, “Yes, and thanks — you were right!”
He said, “Winter people pack faster!”
9. “Why do I need a turn signal? I know where I’m
going!”
10. “That woman better watch out — that guy is turning
out of the wrong lane into her … oh, no problem, she’s
on her cell phone …”
11. Standard response when stopped by a CHP officer:
“But I’m on vacation!”
12. When stopped for driving 50 miles per hour on
Donner Pass Road during a white-out, the driver
responded, “It’s so dangerous out here I need to hurry
and get to my cabin where it’s safe!”
13. Roundabouts are primarily for training purposes,
and to provide work for body shops.

CHP - TRUCKEE shared these photos on its Facebook page over the past year or so. Courtesy photos

Online ordering at Jaxtruckee.com
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BLOCKED ROAD

AND NO PARKING ON THE STREET!
The Moonshine Ink crew would
like to remind EVERYONE
that there is no roadside
parking from Nov. 1 to April 1
throughout many areas of the
Truckee/Tahoe region. Not
only might your car block
traffic or homeowner access,
it also can interfere with vital
snow removal services that
may be ongoing after a storm
has passed. Plus, you could be
cited or even have your vehicle
towed.
The California Highway Patrol
– Truckee, who graciously
provided the photos on these
pages, also told us that dealing
with parking in the area has
been taking an inordinate
amount of time for the limited
staff. While CHP understands
the desire to get out into the

backcountry right now, they ask
that we all make sure to park
legally.
The local division covers a
large area, from Kingvale off
Interstate 80 to the Nevada
state line, all the way down
to Tahoma and over to Kings
Beach. Often, a limited number
of officers are on duty to patrol
the entire zone. Dealing with
calls about illegally parked
cars keeps the agency from
performing other key duties.
Please chip in to ensure only
safe and legal parking is
occurring — be part of the
solution, not the problem.
Share this info with friends,
family, and strangers. Together,
we Keep Tahoe Smart!

~ Moonshine Ink staff

Back to Our Roots: Men’s & Women’s Now in One Store!

i n C a s e yo u ' r e s t i l l l o o k i n g
for the right fit
“I gue ss
o n e s i ze d o e s nʻt
f i t all”

INSURANCE

Aegis

Ca ll A eg is
530-582-6000

AegisInsuranceMarkets.com
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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NEWS
COMING SOON: Alpine Parrot's first product will be pants, called the
Ponderosa, as modeled by owner Raquel Vélez here. They'll range in sizes
from 14 to 24 and debut on Kickstarter in April. Photos by Sarah Sherman
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South Lake Tahoe’s Raquel Vélez is determined to make the
outdoor product industry finally see people who look like her
“If going all-in on a sport, you should have the
right gear,” she said. “I needed proper snow pants,
but found only one pair in the entire store that
fit, and I wasn’t going to buy men’s pants, the
crotches are too low, the hips never fit ... it’s just a
terrible experience. I thought ‘this is stupid.’”
Vélez enrolled in a fashion course. Her classproject pitch, a plus-sized snow apparel company,
wowed her instructor.

BY CRAIG C. ROWE
Special to Moonshine Ink

Like equatorial penguins and panda ants, alpine
parrots are something you'll likely Google before
believing they exist.
That's the same way the outdoor product industry
views Raquel Vélez’s customer base, as it takes
considerable online sleuthing to discover women
who enjoy outdoor adventure aren’t always svelte,
White, and encased in six-packs.
Vélez’s company is called Alpine Parrot; it makes
hiking apparel for the woman least likely to earn
centerfolds in seasonal gear catalogs or on the
cover of Backcountry: plus-sized women.
Alpine Parrot’s first product will be pants, called
the Ponderosa. They’ll range in sizes from 14 to
24 and debut on Kickstarter in April.
Vélez named her pants after the first run she did
at Mt. Rose while learning to ski. She loved it, but
needed more than sweats under rain pants.
A subsequent ski shop visit went poorly, leading
Vélez to where she is today — trying to affect
change with a pair of pants.
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It’s also a matter of color, according to Vélez.
"There’s not enough people who look like me in
ads, and I know I'm not the only person out here
who wants to go hiking and skiing.”

“My teacher was like, ‘you’ve got to do this, you
understand your market, you get it,’” she recalled.
Truly committing meant giving up a Bay Area tech
salary, and the snow market is very small. But,
pants for hiking and general outdoor activities
represent a much larger market. Vélez had her
plan.
The idea of “knowing your market” stuck with
her, and is why she thinks companies attempting
to bridge the gap into her demographic aren’t
making it across, because they don’t employ or
collaborate with people who, as Vélez describes,
“look like me.”
“Socially, there’s not enough representation of
people who actually go outside and participate
in nature. The reality is two-thirds of American
women are a size 14 and up, the average is 16 to
18, yet most apparel brands stop at 14, maybe 16,
and you’re lucky to get that,” she explained. “Now
a bunch of people are wearing leggings to go
hiking, that’s fine, but that’s not good enough.”

MOONSHINEINK.COM

KNOW YOUR MARKET: Alpine Parrot founder Raquel Vélez
believes that while companies are trying, they can’t bridge the
gap until they employ people who look like her.
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Vélez spent her childhood in New Jersey
after her parents moved from Puerto Rico.
Because of Puerto Rico’s vibrant landscapes,
merely stepping out of the house was “to be
in wilderness,” she said. “Plus, immigrants
don’t measure success by sleeping on the
ground camping.”
The Outdoor Industry Association’s (OIA)
2020 participation report revealed that
women’s impact on the outdoor product
market is growing, albeit slowly.
The gap between women and men taking
part in outdoor activities is the lowest on
record, with 46.2 percent of outdoor participants female versus 53.8 percent male.
Although women of color are active
outdoors, they remain under-served, and
integral to Alpine Parrot’s mission.
The OIA report stated Caucasian participation in outdoor activity dropped from 80% to
72% since 2010, suggesting BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, and people of color) are putting
pressure on gatekeepers.
Still, outright permission to enter remains
elusive.
“You’re starting to see more Black and
Brown faces, but you're still not seeing a lot
of people of size,” Vélez said. “I argue that
you can’t truly be open to people of color

until you’re open to people of size. You just
can’t, there’s too strong a correlation.”

Nevada County
Environmental Health Introduces:

Along with the social and economic benefits
of its mission, Alpine Parrot is also all-in
on environmental sustainability, knowing
interest in protection and preservation only
comes about when something is cherished.
“Apparel is the second largest polluting
industry on the planet,” she said. “But,
people save the things they love, but how do
you know if you love something if you never
get the chance to know it?”
Vélez says the lack of options for her customers are an actual physical barrier to them
going outside. She wants to change that.
“[Without the right gear] there’s no reason
why you would go outside, find out you love
it, and try to save it.”

NEW CREATIVE
LICENSING SOLUTION
FOR DELIVERY OR TO-GO
FOOD INDUSTRY

Vélez hopes the launch of Alpine Parrot’s
Mt. Rose-inspired Ponderosa pants will give
plus-sized women of color something to
celebrate. Beyond that, she wants her pants
to do more than make people who look like
her comfortable outdoors.

Brick & Mortar
Facilities

“The day me and all my friends can walk into
REI and buy clothes not based on size or
fit, but based on color and use … that’s the
day we win, the day when we have as many
options as everyone else.”

THE REALITY IS TWO-THIRDS OF AMERICAN WOMEN ARE
A SIZE 14 AND UP, THE AVERAGE IS 16 TO 18, YET MOST
APPAREL BRANDS STOP AT 14, MAYBE 16, AND YOU’RE
LUCKY TO GET THAT.”


~ RAQUEL VÉLEZ, ALPINE PARROT

Temporary
Food Facilities

Caterers

APPLY OR LEARN MORE AT:
QUALITY ASSURANCE: A key part of the Alpine Parrot business model is that brand loyalty of plus-size customers
is “remarkable.”

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

mynevadacounty.com/platformkitchen
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Tahoe Donner Golf Course Reopens
Following $2 Million Renovation
TRUCKEE
Tahoe Donner has announced the reopening of
its 18-hole championship golf course this summer after closing for the full 2020 season for a
complete course renovation. Over $2 million were

PLACER COUNTY
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The Tahoe Art Haus & Cinema, run by Steven and
Melissa Siig and Mark Gogolewski, has been hit
hard, like the theater industry as a whole during
the pandemic. The local theater was one of a
number of establishments in the region who
turned directly to their community for financial
support, using GoFundMe as a platform, in
November 2020.
While donations keep flowing, the Art Haus
recently surpassed its goal of raising $50,000, with
the total at $51,075 as of press time.
“Wow, in a little over three months we have
reached our fundraising goal thanks to all of
YOU!” Melissa Siig wrote in an update to the
GoFundMe page. “We are deeply touched and
thankful for all of our 450 donors.”
Another local establishment to turn to the
popular crowd-sourced fundraising platform is the
Pastime Club in Truckee, which was established
in 1886 and, according to its GoFundMe page,
“endured more than a century’s worth of harsh
winters, not to mention the 1918 pandemic and
Prohibition. In the 1920s and early ‘30s, the
Pastime Club was a speakeasy.”
Currently, the bar’s front windows are boarded
up with plywood. The Pastime Club started its
fundraising campaign on Feb. 27 and had accumulated $2,020 from 37 donors at press time.
Also in Truckee, Alibi Aleworks has been running a GoFundMe campaign since Oct. 9, 2020,
and had raised, at press time, $27,748 from 330
donors. Its goal is $40,000.
~ BL

NEVADA COUNTY
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1 Local Businesses Turn to GoFundMe

All the news that fits — from original reporting or press releases.
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.
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Locally Launched Platform to Connect
Donors with Neighbors in Need
TRUCKEE

A MESSAGE OF HOPE is displayed on the showings
sign of Tahoe Art Haus & Cinema. Yet hope for the
theater isn’t relegated to its messaging: The Tahoe
City cinema recently surpassed its GoFundMe goal of
$50,000 in crowd-sourced funding, and it’s not alone
in the region with other businesses also turning to the
platform. Courtesy photo

invested to replace all greens and make extensive
tee and fairway improvements including cart path
relocation, tree removal, and drainage work to
create better landing areas. Golfers of all skill
levels can look forward to enhanced playability,
improved pace of play, and an overall enriched
mountain golf experience. Tahoe Donner is aiming
to provide the best of High Sierra golf for the
public and its members. Learn more at tahoedonner.com/golf.
~ Lindsay Hogan, Special to Moonshine Ink

A new platform being launched in Truckee is working to connect community members in need with
those that are able to give, hoping to fill the gap
between immediate need and more robust relief.
The current Covid-19 crisis is creating turmoil for
some families, and hindering their ability to cover
essentials such as consistent food for the family,
car repairs, and rent payments. The idea behind
this concept is that if people were presented with
specific ways they could support their community,
they would be willing to step up.
On the platform you will find a storyboard with
real stories from community members who are
sharing their needs in a very public way. Donors
have the opportunity to contribute any amount
they are comfortable with, including the total
amount of a recipient’s request.
If you have questions, want to get involved,
need help, or are willing to donate, visit
stimulus.app or email hello@stimulus.app.
~ Michael Arriola, Special to Moonshine Ink
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TCPUD Approves Schilling Lodge for
Tahoe XC
TAHOE CITY
In a unanimous vote at their Feb. 25 board
meeting, the TCPUD board of directors voted
to approve the Historic Schilling Lodge Project,
specifically, to certify the Final Environmental
Impact Report, adopt the CEQA Findings of Fact,
adopt a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program, and approve the Tahoe Cross-Country
Lodge Replacement and Expansion
Project.
According to a release by Tahoe
XC, final steps include:
• Finalizing drawings and building
details
• Securing land use and construction permits
• Beginning capital fundraising
campaign
~ Tahoe XC press release
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Green Lodging Workshop
Announced
TAHOE/TRUCKEE

TEE UP: A $2 million renovation to Tahoe Donner’s golf course is complete with new greens, changes to the infrastructure and course
itself, tree removal, and drainage work. Courtesy photo
26
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Hotels, lodges, and members of
the hospitality industry are invited
to partake in a free Green Lodging
Workshop, virtually on May 11,
12, and 13. The purpose of the
workshop is for local members of
the lodging industry to learn best
practices in energy efficiency, food
and waste management, customer
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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engagement, and sustainable transportation.
Participating businesses will have the opportunity
to join a green business program and save money
while operating at the highest environmental
efficiency. There will also be discussion about
how to attract conscious customers, among other
topics. For details and registration: tinyurl.com/
TahoeGreenLodging.
~ Donna Walden, Special to Moonshine Ink
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Mark Tanner Construction Opens New HQ
MINDEN
Mark Tanner Construction has announced the
opening of its new corporate headquarters in
Minden, Nevada. The award-winning firm is the
leading builder of high-end custom homes in a
number of exclusive, private communities in the
Tahoe region. The new 5,000-square-foot office
facility is right next to the Minden airport and
includes 3 acres of yard and warehouse space.
“We’ve been doing more and more work in
Nevada thanks to new developments like Clear
Creek Tahoe in Douglas County,” said president
Mark Tanner. “We’re very excited about all of the
opportunities in the silver state.”
MTC just recently made Mountain Living
Magazine’s top builders list for its work in Nevada.
Additionally, MTC has won numerous awards and
received press coverage for innovative lakefront
remodels and stand-out new construction projects
in Nakoma, Martis Camp, and Clear Creek Tahoe.
The full-service company also offers custom cabinetry, metal and woodworking shops and provides
home management care services.
~ MTC press release
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Own the Stoke With Your 2021/22
Ikon Pass
DENVER
Ikon Pass invited skiers and riders across
the globe to commit to future adventures
when the Ikon Pass went on sale at its
lowest pricing for the 21/22 season on
March 11. Renewal discounts are offered
to 20/21 Ikon Pass holders for the 21/22
winter if purchased before May 5, with
savings of up to $100.
Last spring, Ikon Pass introduced
Adventure Assurance, the industry’s first
free program that offers options to Ikon
Pass holders that help provide flexibility
and alleviate some uncertainty throughout
the winter season. This year, Adventure
Assurance comes free with every 21/22
Ikon Pass product.
Prior to December 9, 2021, should a
21/22 Ikon Pass holder not use their pass
after purchase, for any reason, they may
elect to defer and receive a full credit of
their purchase price to be used toward
a 22/23 Ikon Pass. The pass holder must
elect to defer their unused pass in My
Account by December 9.
Or, if passes are used and there is an
eligible Covid-19-related closure at any
North American Ikon Pass destination
from December 18, 2021 through March
6, 2022, holders will receive a credit
toward a 22/23 Ikon Pass based on the
percentage of days closed.
More information about the Ikon Pass is
available at ikonpass.com.
~ Ikon Pass press release
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COZY COMMUNAL CABIN: This painting of the Schilling Lodge
by Sheldon Pennoyer depicts the end goal of the Historic Schilling
Lodge Project, now approved at Tahoe XC by the TCPUD.
Courtesy image

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
YOUR
YOUR FUN
FUN
SKI NOW. SKI LATER. AND SAVE.

2021/22 CROSS COUNTRY, DOWNHILL + COMBO

SKI SEASON PASSES ON SALE MARCH 23

NEW DIGS: Mark Tanner Construction, a custom home builder in the Tahoe area, recently moved its
corporate headquarters to Minden, Nevada. Photo courtesy Sunfish Films
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

PURCHASE YOURS AT
TAHOEDONNER.COM/SKISEASONPASSES
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Truckee Dogs Have Wagging Tails
Follow the rules so we can keep our dogs off-leash where permitted

MY SHOT
By Judy DePuy

“Pickup truck spotted in Truckee with no
dog and no gun in the gun rack. Police are
investigating.” ~ Herb Caen, columnist for
the San Francisco Chronicle for over 50
years
Dogs have long been a part of Truckee’s
history. From their use in early modes
of transportation to personal protection,
moving livestock, avalanche search
and rescue, entertainment, and simple
companionship, dogs have proven their
worth to the community.
In the late 1800s, just outside the
Whitney Hotel (today’s Truckee Hotel)
on Bridge Street, dogsleds would be
waiting to take visitors to Lake Tahoe
or other surrounding areas. Travel was
difficult during the winter months.
Dogsleds were used to cross over the
deep snowdrifts outside of town. Then,
in the early 1900s, movie crews would
come up here since we did not plow our
roads and they needed footage of winter
scenes. They would come up by train

MORTICIA AKA TISH is a happy, free-range lake dog belonging to My Shot author Judy DePuy, who argues that Truckee is a historically dog-friendly
town where canines should be able to roam free where allowed, but that it’s going to take strict adherence to rules and etiquette to remain so. Photo by
Judy DePuy

and stay at our hotels where dogs were
always welcome.
Today, Truckee is a mountain town that
has become a transitional
community where we have large
fluctuations of people staying in and
near the town. Our year-round population has also increased significantly
over the last 30 years, and with it
came a parallel rise in numbers of our

canine counterparts. Land managers
worry about the wildlife interface and
the impact your dog may have on the
environment. And no one wants to see
dog waste along a trail or in a park.

California. There, dogs are allowed on
fire roads, along trails, and in the area
known as East Beach within the day-use
area on the eastern shore of Donner
Lake.

Off-leash rules for dogs vary by area.
Dogs are allowed off-leash on most
Truckee roads if they are on strict voice
and visual command. At the Truckee
River Regional Park, dogs may be
off-leash from Nov. 1
through April 30. From
May 1 through Oct. 31,
dogs must be leashed at
all times in all areas of the
park.

The Legacy Trail currently (i.e. winter)
allows dogs off-leash if they, again, are
on strict voice and visual command,
while from spring to fall all dogs must
be on-leash. Private facilities will
have their own set of regulations. The
responsibility is on the dog owners to
know the rules of the areas they want to
share with their dog.

Donner Memorial State
Park is one of the most
pet-friendly state parks in

Dogs in Truckee must have a current
rabies vaccine and be licensed. If you
want your dog off-leash they need extra
training. Truckee Animal Services and
the Humane Society of Truckee-Tahoe

DOG SLED teams were used in the 1800s to transport visitors from Bridge Street to
Lake Tahoe and other scenic areas. Photo courtesy Donner-Truckee Historical Society
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3. You make sure your dog
knows where home is. We
lose so many dogs because
they are confused.

are great resources for information
and offer free microchipping.
These two organizations are
tightly connected and reside in the
same building here in Truckee.

Truckee offers a wide range of
services to keep your pet healthy
and happy, including excellent veterinarians, doggy play, grooming,
boarding, pet stores, training, etc.
We love our dogs, so let’s abide by
the rules so we can continue the
history of letting our dogs enjoy
the great outdoors.

Truckee is a dog-friendly town if:
1. Your dog is leashed or you
have trained your dog on
voice and visual command
so they can be off-leash in
certain areas. This means real
training. We have wildlife,
and when you tell your dog to
come now, that doesn’t mean
3 minutes from now.

~ Judy DePuy is a member of
Truckee-Donner Historical Society
who also sits on the board for the
Truckee Donner Railroad Society
and Museum of Truckee History.
She resides in Tahoe Donner with
her husband Dave and their dog
Morticia.

2. You pick up after your dog,
and when you see the dog
bag stations take one or two
bags — not the roll. Please
dispose of
the bag appropriately.

Major Tax Dilemma for Locals
North Shore TBID is taxation without representation
Transient Occupancy Tax on lodging.
Voters approved it in 1996 with an
initial tax rate of 8%, which later voters
increased to 10%. But that is not enough,
according to the county.

MY SHOT
By Ellie Waller

Unless the public (and businesses
being assessed) strenuously objects on
March 9, Placer County, encouraged
by Supervisor Cindy Gustafson, will
approve a Tourist Business Improvement
District entity on the North Shore that
will extract 1% to 2% of gross revenues
from most businesses in Eastern Placer
County. The citizens didn’t vote this in
and it was never on the ballot. And, by
the way, TBID has a five-year duration
before it’s up for renewal.
You mostly have to love tourists. After
all, we have all likely been tourists somewhere, sometime. But unfortunately, too
many tourists in one place makes a mess
of paradise. Too much traffic, too much
garbage … actually, a lot of too much of
everything except, according to Placer
County, tax dollars. They may be right,
but the manner in which they want to fix
this is quite alarming.
For years, the main method of taxing
Placer County tourists has been a
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

There is a new scheme called TBID
to create a new, additional tax, which
is being promoted and would be
administered by the North Lake Tahoe
Resort Association. It doesn’t require
a taxpayer vote. Here is how it would
work: Nearly everything except gas and
groceries would be assessed at a 1% to
2% rate. In addition to the 10% TOT tax,
North Lake Tahoe would be taxed 2%
on lodging while Squaw Alpine (Alterra)
and Northstar (Vail) would be taxed 1%.
This confronts residents (voters) with
several watershed political challenges.
This is a new method of taxation without
your approval. Do we really want a new
system of taxation without representation? It seems un-American and a new
playground for potential abuse including
self-interest and self-dealing. It also
runs counter to the county’s published
commitment to mitigate the impact of
tourism on local residents.
A TBID cannot and does not differentiate between residents or tourists.
Everyone would pay in Eastern Placer
County. And there are practical,
common sense concerns regarding this
proposed new revenue.

The projected revenue-based budget for
TBID ($6 million) + TOT ($4.1 million)
is initially around $11 million. Right off
the top, approximately $300,000 would
be needed for TBID administration,
including salaries, to support the new
tax. That seems like a high tax in itself.
Another roughly $3.1 million would go
toward promoting and marketing of
more tourism. Other TOT dollars would
be used for widening roads, making it
easier for tourism travel. Fixing tourism
problems by encouraging more tourism
smacks of circular, if not perverse, logic.
This is a tourism treadmill that will never
have enough money.
Placer County needs a different
approach. It should not come out of the
locals’ pockets and should not enable
or increase the source of the problem,
namely too many tourists.
Just say no to TBID. Express your
concerns to preserve@ntpac.org and they
will be forwarded to Cindy Gustafson,
Placer County supervisor.
~ Ellie Waller was a Tahoe resident for 20
years. Now, she’s a “TIMBY”— Tahoe is
My Backyard. Being a citizen volunteer,
Ellie has a proactive approach to researching local government and regional codes
and ordinances for compliance to regional,
local, and general plans. She is a member
of the North Tahoe Preservation Alliance.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

If what you usually do
to better your mental
health isn’t working,
don’t be afraid to seek
services.
Changes in our mental
health are just part of
our nature. Find support
and services at

PartofOurNature.org/
TahoeTruckee
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moonshineink.com

In response to Breaking
Bad by Juliana Demarest

Just Say “No” to Dogs
… To Train Them
I got a real chuckle out of
your article on training a
pet. Line my counter with
aluminum foil and double
sided tape? Give my dog a
treat and put it in a room
by itself after it jumps on
the counter and grabs my
food? That’s how I train
it to get a treat. Jump on
the counter and snatch my
sandwich. Get a treat and
your own room to enjoy it.
Come on people! The first
word a dog should learn,
at an early age, is “NO!!!”
If that doesn’t work, say
it louder followed by,
“BAD DOG.” That is not
animal abuse. A welltrained dog will stop in its
tracks at the word “NO!”
Crossing a busy street?
Jumping on a stranger?
Incessant barking? “NO!”
should make them freeze,
knowing they are doing
something wrong. I’ve
had dogs. Good behavior
should be rewarded
with praise and a treat,
bad behavior should be
scolded. Works for (most)
people. Bugs me to no end
to be on the beach and a
dog with wet, sandy paws
walks across my blanket
sniffing my food while the
owner says, “Sorry, sorry.”
Sorry doesn’t cut it. Train
your pet. If people can’t
train their dog I can only
wonder how they train, or
don’t train, their children.
~ Craig Meacham,
Truckee, via letter

delicate dance small business owners face during
the pandemic.
~ Wendy Sumner, Truckee,
via letter
In response to Truckee’s
general plan update

Balancing Community
Needs Through Transferable Development Rights
As Truckee grapples
with the creation of the
Truckee 2040 General
Plan Update, we need to
re-envision how we strike
a balance between growth
and conservation. Many
parcels in Truckee are
designated for development that may no longer
represent the community’s
vision or needs. However,
it is legally, politically,
and ethically infeasible to
deprive someone of the
developable value of their
property. The ongoing land
use alternatives process
is the time to think creatively and bring forward
equitable solutions.
Transferable Development
Rights are one potential
solution that could help
create that balance.
If Truckee implemented a
TDR program, it would do
three things:

First, it would set a
price for the right to
develop property, creating
a “TDR” unit that would
likely be based on floor
area ratio (FAR, related to
building height) per acre.
Second, it would designate areas that are eligible
to have their TDRs sent
elsewhere and those that
are eligible to receive
TDRs. This ensures that
the program directs
development away from
areas in need of conservation and toward places
that can better support
lower impact means of
transportation.
Third, it would create a
market for TDRs. Property
owners who choose to sell
their TDRs would receive
cash in exchange for
implementing a permanent
conservation easement on
their land. Developers who
choose to purchase TDRs
would be able to increase
the size of their project
by some proportional
amount, increasing their
revenue to offset the TDR
purchase. Conservationists
could be allowed to buy
TDRs, too, purely to take
them off the market.
TDR programs are a
well-established practice

in communities
all over the U.S.,
including our neighbors in the Tahoe
Basin. With support
from Mountain Area
Preservation, it’s
a creative solution
worth exploring.
~ Ruth Miller,
Truckee, via letter
Editor’s note: We
love to hear from you
on social media and
in our inbox. But did
you know you can
also leave comments
directly on articles on
our website and add
your own TAP events?
Create an account
by registering at the
login option on the
top bar.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

“MY MOTHER
ALWAYS TOLD
ME, ‘HIDE YOUR
FACE, PEOPLE
ARE LOOKING
AT YOU.’
I WOULD REPLY,
‘IT DOES NOT
MATTER; I AM
ALSO LOOKING
AT THEM.’”
~ MALALA YOUSAFZAI

Have a thought?
We want to know what you think
of our coverage of local news,
mountain life, arts, and culture.
We want to hear about the topics
you care about in the community.
Send letters to the editor to
editors@moonshineink.com to see
your name and thoughts in print!

SOLUTIONS TO
P U Z Z L E PA G E , P. 5 0

SUDOKU

CROSSWORD

In response to Stayin’
Alive, Stayin’ Alive by
Becca Loux

A Delicate Dance
Very well-written and
great investigative reporting. The human element
shines through and helps
us all understand the
30
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The Schilling is Not All that Thrilling
Here's why

Perhaps because they are too
busy dreaming of living rooms
with redwood block flooring?
Here's the story sans rosecolored lens:

MY SHOT
By Douglas Gourlay

Editor’s Note: As of press time,
the Schilling Lodge was unanimously approved by the board
of the TCPUD. According to
a release sent by Tahoe XC on
March 2, plans still need to be
finalized, permits secured, and
funds raised for the project. See
business briefs, p. 26, for more
details.
Tahoe City has a unique
opportunity on its hands: to
transform the 1936 Schilling
family summer home into the
new Tahoe Cross-Country ski
lodge in The Highlands. To
borrow a quote directly from
the project website:
"Tahoe City has the opportunity to reinvigorate a piece of
history, to lounge after skiing
or snowshoeing on a deck that
was milled on the shores of
Rubicon Bay, to read or have
meetings in the living room
with redwood block flooring
and hand-adzed Ponderosa
pine walls, to feel what it was
like to be in Tahoe back when
railroads were still new and
families summered for entire
seasons together will be what
an average day at the new
Tahoe Cross-Country Schilling
Lodge will feel like."
I love the idea of kicking
back with an appropriate
beverage to complement the
Ponderosa Pine, and losing
myself in the comfortable
nostalgia of the old days in
Tahoe City. (I know a thing or
two about historic Tahoe; my
ancestor Elizabeth Gourlay
designed the Tahoe City golf
course in 1918). However, I
cannot comfortably immerse
myself in this dreamy scenario
because no one has addressed
the significant public safety
risks attached to this project.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Thursday, Feb. 25, the Tahoe
City Public Utility District
board voted to jam a commercial entertainment space
— the Tahoe Cross-Country
Lodge — into one of the only
neighborhoods that has many
full-time residents as opposed
to vacation homeowners and
short-term rental landlords.
The TCPUD’s lack of care,
lack of judgment, and abuse of
discretion is appalling even by
the politics of today.
The TCPUD is intent on
this project despite the fact
that the cross-country lodge
already has a home, despite
the fact that the TCPUD itself
in its Environmental Impact
Report states that the crosscountry lodge’s current home
is a better environmental
choice than moving it to
Polaris Road in the Tahoe
Highlands, and despite the
fact that the TCPUD has not
conducted (and has shown
no intent to conduct) serious
public safety studies.
Worse, the TCPUD wants
to force this project through
despite the fact that the
district itself admits that moving the cross-country lodge
will create a situation where
an entertainment, sports, and
party facility resides in a local,
year-round neighborhood that
also happens to be where our
high school is located. Where
neighbors can now walk their
dogs. Where kids can now
play. Where students can now
walk home safely. Where in
the evening we go to each
others’ homes to borrow a cup
of sugar (literally), or to bring
a birthday cake or a loaf of
bread.
You can’t put speed bumps in
because the road needs to be
plowed. There aren’t sidewalks. This is a neighborhood
road, not the main drag. The
TCPUD knows all this but
does not care; not a bit.

Here’s where it gets better:
The building the TCPUD
wants to jam into Tahoe
Highlands already had a great
place on the lake. It was the
Schilling Lodge. A wealthy
Bay Area developer named
John Mozart decided he liked
the site but not the Schilling
Lodge. But then he found out
that if he took it apart into
pieces, and stored it, he could
not only avoid guidelines
and rules on historic homes
preservation, but also get a
tax deduction. And so he did.
A big one. If you pay a dollar
in federal tax, you paid for his
tear down on the lake. And if
you live in Tahoe Highlands,
his tear down is about to be
crammed into your community, like it or not, thanks to
the board of the TCPUD.

The time is NOW to fulfill
your real estate dreams!

Experience Truckee & Lake Tahoe
real estate at a higher level

Carmen Carr
(530) 448-1643
carmencarr.com

TCPUD board members know
it makes no sense, which is
why they answer our questions with “your comments are
in the record.” That is all the
TCPUD cares about you. An
expletive would at least have
been honest.

UNIQUE SUS TA IN A B L E
H A NDCR A F T ED JE W E L RY

I came here for the first time
as a ten-year-old boy. I fell in
love with Tahoe then. I paid
my way through college and
was able to save money to buy
a home here. I love this lake,
I love the community that has
welcomed me, and I love the
health, peace, and happiness
I have here. I never thought
I would be in this kind of
fight after moving here, but
then again I never imagined
that the TCPUD would treat
Tahoe City residents like this.
I have a voice. You have a
voice. And even if you don’t
live in Tahoe Highlands,
make no mistake: You should
use your voice. The TCPUD
clearly doesn’t give a darn
about you, either.
~ Douglas Gourlay is a
full-time resident of Lake Tahoe
in the Highlands. He is a
corporate executive by day as
well as an avid photographer,
pilot, mountaineer, Alpine and
Nordic skier. He sometimes
makes it through mountain bike
rides unscathed.
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Guy Wilson: teacher, coach, builder
Dec. 19, 1926 – Dec. 9, 2020
At Guy’s high school graduation, he
had his draft notice in his pocket as
he received his diploma. While not
seeing combat, he always stated that
the GI Bill “was the best investment
the government ever made” as it
allowed him to go to college and
eventually get his teaching credential
at Fresno State University, where he
met and married Norma.

BY SCOTT WILSON

Guy passed away in Reno of Covidrelated illness. He was preceded in
death by his wife of 63 years, Norma
(Fewell) in 2012, and is survived by
his daughter Shelley; son Scott and
his wife Joy Koch; daughter-in-law
Charney Risner; granddaughter
Delaney Risner-Wilson and her son
Kai; grandson Dusty King, his wife
Jaime, and their children Frankie and
Rocco; and granddaughter Haylee
Fox, her husband Tom, and daughter
Remington.
Guy was born in Mishawaka, Indiana,
on Dec. 19, 1926 to Mabel Washburn
and Charles Wilson. His parents
migrated to Southern California in
1930 with him and his sister Eileen,
settling in West Los Angeles. During
his school years, Guy was active in
many sports, primarily football and
track. During this time, his two best
friends were of Japanese descent.
When World War II started, their

GUY WILSON, long time local teacher,
coach, and builder, died on Dec. 9,
2020 of Covid-related causes. His son
Scott commemorates his leadership,
life, and love for the region. Courtesy
photo.

families were sent to internment
camps. When Guy found out one
of the families had been sent to
Manzanar, he and his father started
making annual treks to Manzanar
with a pickup truck filled with fruit,
vegetables, and clothing for the family.
This was a first glimpse into the kind
of man Guy would become.

After teaching high school and
coaching in Ceres and San Jose in
California, Guy and Norma took a
leap of faith in the spring of 1957
when he took a job as teacher and
JV football coach at Tahoe-Truckee
High School. Guy remained at TTHS
as dean of students, teaching science
until the summer of 1971, when he
“retired” to pursue his passion for
building. After leaving the education
life, Guy built many homes in the
North Lake area.

but as a caring man who went the
extra mile to help students during
tough times in their lives. It is still
quite common to have students from
his years in education relate how he
was such a huge influence in their
lives.
Guy was an avid outdoorsman, and
for many years you could find him
fishing with his buddies George
Edmondson, Jim Fortney, and Wayne
Scholl, or hunting, hiking, and backpacking in his beloved Sierra Nevada
mountains. In later years, he and his
wife Norma traveled the world, mostly
on cruise ships. Wherever they went,
they made friends and lit up the room.
They were always telling everyone:
“We’ve been all over the world, but
Lake Tahoe is the most beautiful place
we’ve seen.”
Guy will be remembered fondly and
with big smiles by all who knew him.

He was beloved by many students,
not only as a great teacher and coach,

North Lake Tahoe’s TBID Offers Multiple Solutions
for Some of Our Biggest Problems

MY SHOT
By Jeff “Ox” Oxandaboure

I bleed North Lake
Tahoe blue. In search
of a lifestyle and community that matched
my values, I arrived in
Tahoe City 42 years ago
and never left. I am still
employed by the same
restaurant group that I
started with in 1979 and
have had the endearing
privilege of meeting and
marrying my wife here,
and watching my daughters and grandkids grow
up in this community.
32

I have the tenure to
provide input on what is
a positive step forward
for North Lake Tahoe,
which is why I support
the proposed Tourism
Business Improvement
District. As loyal as I am
to this community, I have
been equally loyal to
T S Restaurants, whose
portfolio once included
Jake’s on the Lake
and currently (for the
past 34 years) includes
Sunnyside Restaurant
& Lodge. Having spent
my career in the North
Lake Tahoe restaurant
industry, I have a deep
awareness of seasonal
impacts, among our
workforce and with
visitors. Our challenges
as a resort town are not
unique; many outdoor
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destinations face similar
problems. The TBID
gives us an opportunity
to implement change
while also establishing
local oversight and
control of funds. It will
allow our community to
evolve and enhance our
quality of life.
We need more housing
options so the local
workforce can afford
to live here. We need
a stronger year-round
economy so that
tourism-based industries
don’t have to lay off
the majority of their
employees in the shoulder season. We need
infrastructure to support
visitors in peak season,
and we need destination
marketing to help fill in

visitation gaps in spring
and fall. We need this for
local business survival.
Through the TBID
negotiation process
with Placer County, the
North Lake Tahoe Resort
Association focused on
retaining the full portion
of Transient Occupancy
Tax — approximately
$4.1 million dollars —
for North Lake Tahoe.
I believe that demonstrates not only
NLTRA’s commitment
to community, but
also the confidence
Placer County has in
the organization. The
NLTRA has specific
committees devoted
to their purposes and
goals. Their decisions
require a board vote and

include direct input from
a broad spectrum of
large, medium, and small
businesses.
It’s important to remember what a TBID means
for local control. Instead
of Placer County managing the funds that are
generated in North Lake
Tahoe, the local business
community will. I trust
the NLTRA to facilitate
and lead our community
through the TBID and
am excited to see this
come to fruition.
~ Jeff “Ox” Oxandaboure
has been a resident of
Tahoe City for 42 years.
He’s a managing partner
of T S Restaurants,
which includes Sunnyside
Restaurant & Lodge.
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hile we typically see a slowdown in real estate sales during the winter months, in 2021 demand stays high. Brought to you by
Although sales volume of Tahoe Sierra MLS single-family homes remained flat from January to February
— with 71 homes sold each month — median price increased by 32%. Looking at year-over-year, sales volume in
the same area increased 29% compared to February 2020, and median price went up 82%. In Incline Village and
Crystal Bay, sales volume climbed 35% compared to January and median price 9%. Sales volume jumped 155%
from the same time last year, with the median price gaining 99%. Keep in mind that median price is different from
appreciation/depreciation. So, while the changes in median price may seem large, when a market decelerates or
TLUXP.COM
accelerates quickly (such as during 2009 and 2020) median price moves much more quickly than appreciation/
depreciation. ~ Bill Dietz, principal broker of Tahoe LuxuryProperties

UNITS SOLD

HOMES FOR SALE

Single-family homes sold
as of Feb. 28

Single-family homes for sale as of March 1

44

Truckee*

27
23

North and
West Shores**
Incline Village/
Crystal Bay

0

Tahoe
Lakefronts
0

10

20

20

2000000

30

2.2M

$

1000000

1.35M

0

Truckee*
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Single-family homes
median price as of Feb. 28

1500000

500000

Single-family homes pending as of March 1

41

28

MEDIAN PRICE

$

HOMES PENDING
OR CONTINGENT

1.1M

$

North and Incline Village/
West Shores** Crystal Bay

$

3.350M

Tahoe
Lakefronts
=
N/A

30

66

49

50

Including 6 Tahoe Lakefronts

Including 4 Tahoe Lakefronts

REGIONAL MEDIAN HOME PRICE = $1.25M
Truckee*

North & West Shores**

Incline Village/Crystal Bay

*Includes Northstar **Includes Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows
~ Data taken from the Tahoe Sierra MLS and Incline Village MLS.
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Desperate times call for
desperate measures?
PICK ME!

PICK
ME!

PICK
ME!

PICK
ME!

ENT
FOR R

BY TIM HAUSERMAN
Moonshine Ink

Finding a long-term rental around Tahoe

I

f you want to have your heart
broken, talk to some local folks
who are looking for a place to live
in the Tahoe/Truckee region. We
all know it is tough out there, but
exactly how tough is it?
Brutal. So brutal that in desperation people have put their lives out
there for all to see on social media,
pleading for an affordable place to
lay their head each night in this community that they love. They figure,
“Why not? I’ve tried everything else.”
Does it work? Not often, but
sometimes. It worked for Jillian
Peacock and her husband Sam
Arcand. They shared their story on
the Truckee Tahoe People Facebook
page and after seeing the post, a
rental manager contacted Jillian
with a potential location.
“We had a really good reference in
the area and that made a huge dif-

ference. Sam works as a locksmith,
and his boss was able to meet up
with the property manager,” said
Peacock. “I know how hard it is and
see the posts all the time looking for
houses. I feel really lucky that we
found this place.”

A TALE OF WOE
Many others have not been so
lucky. One woman I spoke with
was born and raised in the Lake
Tahoe area, and now is struggling
to remain here. Due to the fact that
she is a lifelong resident and is very
well-established in the community,
she requested keeping her identity
anonymous, so I will call her Julie.
In May 2020, Julie had success
in finding a place, but it was only
temporary relief as the lease was
only for a few months. She lost her
rental in October and hasn’t been
able to find a place since.

SPRING BREAK IS AN IDEAL TIME
FOR WISDOM TOOTH REMOVAL
Call today to schedule an appointment
with our trusted Oral Surgeons
Dan Martin DDS
Rachel Appelblatt DDS MD

Excellent Surgery Care | Compassionate Team | Competitive Rates
TahoeOralSurgery.com | 530-587-5440
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“I have a great, well-paying job. I am
a dependable and productive person.
To publicly say that I’m homeless
feels shameful,” she said. “I want
to appear capable, strong, and give
back to the community where I was
born. I have no student debt, no car
loan, and make a good living, and
yet, I still can’t afford what is out
there. Rentals are so unaffordable
for people. I can’t find a studio
apartment for anything reasonable
to spend. There is literally very little
inventory. I saw a one-bedroom over
a garage for $1,800.”
Available properties are not only
rare, they are also very expensive
and sometimes comprise just
tiny places without kitchens, or
people looking for roommates to
add to already crowded houses.
Julie showed me a recent post on
Facebook for a six-bedroom house
at Donner Lake. They were looking
for another roommate to share a
room with four bunk beds — and
to join the rest of the 11 long-term
renters and a couple of dogs under
one roof. Now in her mid-30s, Julie
really thought she had gone way past
the need to live with 11 roommates.
In her search, Julie has talked to
landlords who had to shut off their
phones just a few hours after posting
because there were so many calls.
She herself was contacted by scammers trying to rent places to her that
didn’t exist. The pièce de résistance
was a creepy guy looking for roommates who, after meeting her, said,
“I’d lower my rent for you!”

“The reason people are turning to
social media is desperation,” she
sighed. “There are no other options.”

WHAT DO WE DO?
In a time of pandemic that seems to
be taking forever to run its course,
and a crisis in the local economy
caused by said pandemic, the longterm housing problem might have
dropped off the radar of those who
are not seeking a place to live, but
we as a community have got to face
it. This is a huge problem. We are
losing great people who are cornerstones of our community because
they cannot afford to live here or
can’t find decent housing. Adults in
America should not have to live with
10 other people.
There are a number of efforts
underway in this community to build
more options or to convert second
homes into long-term housing. There
are public agencies and private
companies, such as Landing Locals,
that are making a concerted effort
to solve the problem, but as Julie
said, “Those projects will help, but
it is not keeping up with the need.
We could put 100 tiny homes up
and they would fill up immediately.
There is so much demand and these
projects take years to get approved
or built.”
It will take a herculean effort by
government agencies and private
entities to deal with this problem,
but we must. And now.
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COLD-HARDY pansies,

violas, snapdragons,
dianthus, bachelor
buttons, as well as
broccoli, cabbage,
cauliflower, celery, leek,
lettuce, and onions are
started at the same time
as tomatoes, but we plant
these outdoors mid- to
late April. These sturdy
plants grow well, even
with regularly frosty nights
and snow. Many seeds
should be started even
later in winter and others
do best directly seeded
into warming spring soils.
(Villagernursery.com has
a brief overview of the
“mountain vegetable
gardening” hand-out with
seeding times for specific
species.)

Germinating Success

TENDER ONES: The
earliest crops begun
indoors are planted from
mid-March through early
April so they’ll be robust
when put outdoors for our
relatively short growing
season. Tender impatiens,
geraniums, petunias
(pictured on right), as
well as heat-loving herbs,
tomatoes, peppers,
tomatillos, and eggplants
need about eight weeks
indoors until they can
be planted outside in
protected locations from
mid-May to early June.
These plants are unable
to take the frosts we
receive throughout
spring, but we are usually
able to protect them.

Start seeds indoors and get a jump on the growing season
SPACE IT UP
By Eric Larusson

By mid-winter, we gardeners begin
to crave getting our hands into soil.
Starting seeds indoors seems a daunting task and some are hesitant to try.
But it is as natural as seeds sprouting
from soil, it is inexpensive, and it is
immensely satisfying. The stakes are
low; what have you got to lose but a
few seeds?
The following are tips I’ve found
work best in our unique climate. For
the sake of brevity in this missive …
background and reasons are omitted.
You’ll have to take my word for it.

TIMING: When to plant seeds
indoors in Truckee/Tahoe depends
on the plants you are growing and
where you’ll be growing them. Seed
packets tell you to start indoors ‘X’
days before the “average last date of
frost.” (= a < 50% chance of a < 32ºF
night). Location dependent, our “date”
may be some time in June (earlier for
higher slopes / later for lower flats). In
part because of our elevation and low
relative humidity our daily temperature swings can be tremendous. Local
seeding times are based on experience
and on our ability to protect young
plants (if tender) from frost when they
are put outside (i.e. greenhouses get a
big head-start).
ESSENTIALS FOR SEEDING
SUCCESSES
Good seed: According to USDA
maps, we are in zone 6. If you want to
choose plants that will actually survive
here, use zones 3-4. Use fresh seeds
that are less than 3 years old. Choose
seeds for cool climates and short seasons. Hardware and drug stores have
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

premixed regional seed racks, while
experienced local nurseries select each
and every variety of seed they offer,
specific to this climate.
Seed-starting mix: Always use a
seed-starting medium with ideal
moisture-holding, aeration, and
drainage. Never use earth, compost
or old potting soil as you’ll introduce
pathogens and ruin the structure.
Seed Starting Tray: I use 10-inch by
20-inch seedling trays with starter
cubes, or pots or plastic with peat or
coir (fiber of the husk of the coconut
fruit) cell-packs in them. The tray
keeps water from going all over the
floor and it holds moisture. Many
people prefer to water tender seedlings by adding a little water to the
tray and letting the moisture wick up
into the containers.
Moisture: Fill containers with starter
mix and water thoroughly, several
times. Once seeds are planted, they
can never dry out and they should
never have more than a quarter- to
half-inch of water in the bottom of the
tray. Most trays have clear lids that
should be used before seeds germinate
and while seedlings are very small.
Covering the tray with a secured clear
plastic bag or plastic-wrap also works.
Lift the lid at least once a day to
refresh the air.
Proper Planting: Many seeds have
specific depths at which they need
to be planted, noted on packets.
Generally, larger seeds require deeper
planting. Water new seeds initially
and occasionally with a half-strength
seaweed extract. It has natural plant
hormones that stimulate root growth,
strengthen cell walls, and help prevent
disease. Take care not to over-seed,

expecting you can thin later. Two to
three seedlings per pot allows for a
healthier growing environment and
leaves the remaining seedling less
damaged by thinning.
Location: Many seeds prefer dark for
germination, so I sprout the seeds
above the refrigerator and then move
them. Windowsills are the most
common location for seedling trays,
but they can be too cold at night and
the light can be too intense. The ideal
window is east facing. I put many of
my seeds on racks near windows with
supplemental light and bottom-heat.
Bottom heat: Heat mats are longlasting, reusable flat heaters that sit
beneath seedling trays. Bottom-heat
speeds germination in all but a
few plants. Cruciferous vegetables
(Brassica species including broccoli,
kale, and mustard) do not need bottom heat. Rapid germination reduces
chances of seed rot and pathogen
attacks. Heat mats should be turned
off once seedlings are producing
leaves.

SUPPLEMENTAL LIGHT: My

go-to for seedling lighting have been
inexpensive 4-foot fluorescent shop
lights from T12s to T5s, and now
LEDs. Incandescent lamps are too hot
and inefficient. When seedlings are
fully emerged, they will benefit from
supplemental lights. Remove the lid
and make sure that the plants don’t
dry out. Shop lights should be kept
just 3 to 4 inches above the growing
plants. Increase light times from four
to 18 hours over the first few days to
accustom the seedlings to the light.
For plants with good window light,
use supplemental light only at night.
Plants should be turned every day so
the seedlings don’t bend one way. An
oscillating fan used for 30 minutes,
twice daily, reduces disease and
strengthens seedlings.
~ Eric Larusson has degrees in molecular
biology and in horticulture and learns
more every week. He has worked primarily with Villager Nursery since 1984.
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Symb olic
N ature
NATURE’S
CORNER
BY EVE QUESNEL
Special to Moonshine Ink

I

t seems only fitting to choose
the bald eagle for this month’s
Nature’s Corner. After all, we
recently witnessed a presidential
inauguration, and although work
remains to heal division in the
country and the pandemic continues
to ravage the country, we are still
the United States, and the bald
eagle still represents us. But what
do we know of this grand bird as our
symbol? And what do we know of its
true life?
The bald eagle has emblazoned
America’s Great Seal since
1782, reflecting the values of the
Founding Fathers. On the emblem,
the bird holds in its beak a waving
ribbon with the words e pluribus
unum, which translates to one from
many, symbolizing our one nation
from 13 original colonies. Thirteen
red and white stripes and 13 white
stars further proclaim the unified
settlements. In one claw, the eagle
carries an olive branch, a symbol
of peace, in the other, a warring
set of arrows. It gives one pause

W h ite-headed s ea eagle
eagl e — othe rwise
k
nown as the bald e ag l e
known
SKIMMING: A bald eagle glides with the greatest of ease over the water of Lake Tahoe. Photo courtesy Tahoe Regional Planning Agency

to consider what these icons mean
today.
Benjamin Franklin, an opponent of
the bald eagle as a national symbol
at the time of its proposal, said of
the winged creature, “He is a bird
of bad moral character.” Franklin
pointed to its thieving ways,
stealing fish from other birds, and

its lack of courage in fighting off
pestering smaller birds. He thought
more highly of the wild turkey.
Broken down, the bald eagle’s
scientific name Haliaeetus leucocephalus, in Greek means hals (sea),
aetos (eagle), leukos (white), kephale
(head), or sea-eagle-white-head. The
bald eagle is not bald, of course, but
its prominent white head could be
interpreted as such.

Here’s the deal, you can get the right coverage for your
car and stuff at the right price for you. I’m ready to help
you combine auto and renters insurance and save an
average of $722*. Call me for a quote.
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The white head and tail stand out as
characteristics that make the species

IN JANUARY, THE TAHOE INSTITUTE FOR NATURAL
SCIENCE COUNTED A RECORD 42 BALD EAGLES IN
THE TAHOE REGION.
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Size also helps in identification as
the bald eagle’s 7-foot wingspan
secures it as the second largest bird
of prey in North America, after the
condor. Its beady yellow eyes, yellow
beak, and yellow mouth distinguish
it from other large birds as well.
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easy to identify, but juveniles with
brown heads are often mistaken for
golden eagles. To tell the difference,
if one can get close, a bald eagle’s
legs are only feathered at the tops,
in contrast to those of the golden
eagle, which are feathered all the
way down. Another identifying trait
are white lines or panels on the
underwings and tail of an immature
golden eagle, while bald eagles have
more of a muddier shade.
I can attest to a bald eagle’s diet
of carrion, having just witnessed
one in Modoc county claiming bits
and pieces of some dead critter in
the road while warding off a group
(displaying its unkindness) of
ravens. I’ve also seen them fishing,
or rather, carrying fish in their
talons, flying back to their young
from a lake that borders their huge
nest — usually 2 to 8 feet high,
but they can be as much as 20 feet
deep. Fish is the eagles’ preferred
meal, although they also consume
small waterfowl, rodents, small
mammals, and snakes.

The bald eagle has quite a long
history of protection — after 1940.
Before that time, it was widely
hunted. The Bald Eagle Protection
Act (the golden eagle was added to
it later) of 1940 arrived to prohibit
hunting except in Alaska. After
World War II, the pesticide commonly used in agriculture, DDT,
influenced a decline in number of
births (due to eggshell thinning)
and healthy young eagles. In 1972,
DDT was banned and the eagle
was included in the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act. Then the big one came
in 1973, when the Endangered
Species Act was signed into
law. While the bald eagle was
already protected under the 1967
Endangered Species Preservation
Act, its protection was maintained
in the Endangered Species Act (in
1978) in the 48 contiguous states,
with the exception of several
states in which the bald eagle was
considered “threatened,” a less
dire situation. In 1995, the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service
announced that bald eagles had
recovered where populations considered “endangered” were instead
“threatened,” and so labeled them
as such in all states.

But the pendulum
often swings back
With numbers increasing after years
of protection, the bald eagle was
removed from the list of Threatened
and Endangered Species in 2007.
However, it remains on the Bald
and Golden Eagle Protection Act,
which prohibits killing, harming,
or selling eagles or their nests or
eggs, unless allowed by permit.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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The Migratory Bird Treaty Act — which
includes partners Canada, Japan, Mexico,
and Russia — also continues to protect the
“Washington Eagle” (Audubon’s nickname).
Under this law, California upholds the
protection of the bald eagle.

To date, bald eagle
numbers are rising
Federal agencies have been counting
members of the species in the Tahoe
region since 1979. The Tahoe Institute
for Natural Science (TINS) took over that
task in 2012. This year’s January number
was a whopping, record-breaking 42.
In looking at this grand bird’s natural
history, during spring and early summer,
after about a month of incubation, one
to three eaglets hatch in a nest built of
sticks, grass, moss, and feathers (called
aerie) that a pair will often use year after
year, adding more material over time. The
parents, mated for life, are industrious
in their feeding of the nestlings, tearing
apart fish or carrion and feeding the
pieces directly into the eaglets’ mouths.
Comfortable in their home, the offspring
remain in the nest for up to three months
before flying. Once fledged, they return
to be fed for a month or more. Not until
the eaglets are 4 to 5 years old do they
develop the white head and tail, about the
time they begin to breed.
With an average lifespan of 20 to 30
years, we have plenty of opportunity to
watch these grand “fish-eagles,” as they
are also known. In the Tahoe/Truckee
region, they can be spotted around the
Truckee River, Donner Lake, Serene
Lakes, and the Boca, Stampede, and
Prosser reservoirs. Once some of these

waters freeze over, the birds will move to
deeper Lake Tahoe.
A friend of mine had the good fortune of
observing an eagle “paddling” at Prosser.
Watching this amazing feat on video,
I learned that a bald eagle will swim to
shore, using its wings like oars, when a
fish or waterfowl is too heavy to carry.
Some videos show an eagle dipping its
head under water between butterfly
strokes like a professional swimmer.
Another sighting, this one at Tahoe,
involved a bald eagle dragging a coot in
its claws.
In February, some of our bald eagle
residents move to Carson Valley to take
advantage of calving season and the
delicacies of afterbirth and stillbirths.
They seem to know what’s coming, as do
eagle enthusiasts.
When questioned about any strange
behaviors he’s observed, TINS executive director Will Richardson shared
an interesting hunting strategy. As
waterfowl — grebes, coots, and common
goldeneyes — are some of their favorite
fare, bald eagles will swoop and arc just
above the ducks, waiting for the divers
to arise. But if the duck is too quick and
keeps submerging, the eagle can only fly
for so long before it needs to return to
its nest to catch its breath. “It’s a battle
of lung power for both duck and eagle,”
Richardson said. “How long can the duck
stay underwater, and how long can the
eagle keep flying above it?”
Sources: U.S. Forest Service, Audubon
Society, Tahoe Institute of Natural Science.

“Having the highly sensitive
tourism industry as the [Tahoe]
region’s leading base sector
stifles economic resiliency.”
~ Tahoe Prosperity Center

If Not Tourism,
Then What?
Join a community discussion about
Tahoe/Truckee’s shifting economy with
a look at economic diversification
and the evolution of tourism.

TAHOE TALKS
April 5 @ 1 p.M.
SCAN BElOW to Register

PROTECTIVE CUSTODY: A rescued bald
eagle that now lives at Lake Tahoe Wildlife
Care in South Lake Tahoe. Photo by Eve
Quesnel/Moonshine Ink

Or Visit:

bit.ly/2MNsDmC
Hosted By:

moonshineink.com/tahoe-talks
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Cl

High
BY GABBY DODD
Special to Moonshine Ink

Long-awaited climbing gym nears completion
HIGH AND MIGHTY: Structural work is almost complete on the new High Altitude Fitness climbing gym in Truckee. Owners Jason and Gabi Burd are hoping for a June opening. Photos by Paul Cunha

A

fter six years in the making,
the North Lake Tahoe climbing community will soon be
able to enjoy a much-anticipated
new gym in Truckee thanks to local
climber Jason Burd.
Burd, who with his wife Gabi also
owns High Altitude Fitness in
Incline Village, expects the new
location on Donner Pass Road to
open close to the end of June. The
$10 million contract is nearing its
last steps as Burd’s building crew,
Deacon Construction, is expected
to be finished with their work in
early March, with fitness equipment
arriving in April.
“We’ve enjoyed the process of
working with Jason and his love for
climbing,” said Paul Cunha, vice
president of Deacon Construction.
Of the 26,000-square-feet space a
whopping 12,000 square feet will be
dedicated specifically to climbing.
A 54-foot climbing wall is being
shipped overseas from Bulgaria and
is expected to take nearly 50 days to
install. The gym will also feature a
bouldering area on the second floor,
allowing to separate the ropes wall
and Kilter board area.

The new High Altitude Fitness will
even offer daycare for families,
which will have a separate entrance
and an outdoor play area.
“I moved to the mountains to have
a low-key lifestyle and be outdoors,
and the last six years I’ve been
working really, really hard,” Burd
said. “I’ve missed a lot of powder
days, bluebird days, climbing trips.
Building in a ski town is pretty
tough.”
Burd was introduced to the climbing world 27 years ago on a trip to
Steamboat Springs, Colorado, while
he was a student at Colorado State
University. Within a few years, the
sport became a passion for him and
he traveled to climbing locations
throughout Colorado.
“What’s cool about climbing is the
community is close-knit and I know
people throughout the world that
are climbers,” Burd shared.

“That’s pretty big,” Burd marveled.
“I think we are the biggest gym in
any ski town in the country.”

Once he graduated college, Burd
had the idea to start a climbing gym
that would bring the community
together in a place where climbers
could progress in their fitness on and
off the wall. The only problem was
Northern Colorado quickly becoming a booming place for these types
of gyms and Burd felt this concept
was “tapped out” in the area.

For non-climbers, or those just
looking to work on general fitness off
the wall, other features include three
group studios, a cardio room, a free
weights area, as well as retail space.

In 2004, he decided to trade his
life in Colorado for a mountain
experience at Lake Tahoe, where the
climbing featured a stunning expanse
of granite and picturesque back-
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drops. There was a strong climbing
community, but a surprising lack of
indoor climbing facilities.
A few years later, Burd purchased
the Incline Athletic Club and by
2008, the old racquetball courts
were torn out and remodeling for the
new gym began. After High Altitude
Fitness opened, it didn’t take long
for the gym to become a success in
the community.
“My goal was to build the best fitness climbing center in any ski town
in the country,” Burd said. “What
makes High Altitude Fitness different from most climbing gyms in
the country is that I focus just as
much on fitness as I do climbing.”

whether that’s taking group fitness
classes, exercising on their own,
practicing for sports, or climbing,”
she shared.
One of the things the Burds are
excited about with the new location
is being able to have a dedicated
space for their youth climbing
programs, as opposed to the Incline
location where everyone has to share
the space all at once.
In the summer, the couple also uses
their youth programs to teach kids
See GYM p. 40

His wife Gabi, who currently
runs day-to-day operations at the
Incline location, takes pride in the
gym’s versatility.
“Anybody who wants to come
through this door has something to
do that can cater to their athletic
ability, goals, or sport,” she said.
When the couple first met six
years ago, Gabi knew she had no
other option but to learn to climb.
Burd’s climbing lifestyle quickly
became Gabi’s life too. Since
gaining her love for climbing, Gabi
enjoys introducing youth who have
never tried it to the sport at
High Altitude Fitness.
NEW HEIGHTS: It wasn’t until she met her husband
“It’s pretty amazing to see
how many children are exercising in the gym regularly,

Jason six years ago that Gabi Burd was introduced
to the world of climbing. Now, she and Jason are
opening their second High Altitude Fitness location,
on Donner Pass Road in Truckee. Courtesy photo
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Grateful Gardens

L AN DSC APE & S N OW S E RV I CE S CO N TR AC TO R

Create | Install | Maintain
Commercial | Residential

gratefulgardens.biz

530/550-9372

Voted #1 Best Of Tahoe/Truckee 2017
You dream it. We make it happen.

RADIANT FLOOR HEAT | FORCED AIR HEAT | SNOW & ICE MELT SYSTEMS

CA License #549948

STAY COMFORTABLE THIS WINTER

530-582-8304
info@leslieheating.com

NEW CLIENT
PRINT AD SPECIAL
3 MONTHS

30

%

OFF

Save money and reach
25,000 readers.

(530) 587-3607 | sales@moonshineink.com
Minimum 1/8 page ad. Months booked must be consecutive.
Cannot be combined with other discounts.

Your money shouldn’t stop
working when you do.
Michael R Murphy, CFP®
Financial Advisor
12020 Donner Pass Rd Suite
102 Truckee, CA 96161
530-587-2672

THINK LOCAL highlights the
importance and impact of being a localist.
It’s not just shopping — it’s about services,
restaurants, medical care, nonprofits,
businesses, and even media.
THINK LOCAL is a signature on a statement
saying we believe in Tahoe/Truckee and want to
see a thriving community we all love.
PLACE YOUR AD IN THE NEXT SECTION
PUBLISHES IN APRIL • DEADLINE IS MARCH 26
SALES@MOONSHINEINK.COM
(530) 587-3607

edwardjones.com
MKT-5894K-A
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MASSAGE & WELLNESS

about the outdoor ethics of leaveno-trace to inspire future climbers
to take care of the places they love
while also learning to respect both
the sport and each other.
The Burds’ love for the climbing
world also drives them to donate
money to the community to keep
climbing crags clean, install new
bolts, or support bouldering
competitions.

Welcoming our new neighbors
HIGH ALTITUDE FITNESS

Celebrating 10 years

of keeping Tahoe healthy, happy and active!
Check out our discounted Wellness Program
Swedish Sports Massage
Deep Tissue • Trigger Point Therapy ... & more
•

(530) 448–0344 | www.zenergytahoe.com
11836 Donner Pass Rd Suite 3, Truckee, CA 96161

“That’s one fun thing we get to do
with having a climbing gym — offer
reward systems, donations, or other
kinds of programs that maybe we
can’t do ourselves because we are
an indoor climbing gym,” Gabi said.
“That’s how we can give back to the
outdoor climbing world.”
They also offer discounted rates for
those attending school, which has
been particularly useful for Incline
Village’s Sierra Nevada University
students who until recently did not
have access to an on-campus gym,
allowing for an affordable space to
stay fit.
The Covid-19 pandemic caused
many challenges not only for the

building process of the Truckee
location but operations in Incline
as well.
Between shutdowns, trying to run a
business at reduced capacity, and the
constantly changing state and county
guidelines, the Burds are extremely
grateful for all of their employees,
many of which have worked at High
Altitude for more than 10 years.
“We’ve had an abundance of employees who got us through all of this,
not only after Covid, helping us keep
the doors open, but prior to Covid,
just getting us to a point where we
could stay open successfully for 15
years,” Gabi said.
According to the Climbing Business
Journal, 44 climbing gyms in the
U.S. opened their doors in 2020 (a
pandemic year), which is more than
in 2019.
As greater numbers of people move
away from city lifestyles or are just
becoming more active since the pandemic began, the CBJ expects over
60 gyms to open across the country
in 2021, and many more beyond.

Take Stella home, to work and to the slopes.
Breakfast is offered daily,
including fresh baked
pastries, breakfast wraps,
bowls and sandwiches
that are perfect to pack
for skiing or to enjoy at
the office.

Breakfast
Daily 7am to 11am

Dinner
Thurs. - Sun. 5pm to 9pm

We make it easy. Order online
for curbside pickup.

Indoor dining is temporarily
suspended - outdoor dining or
take out only until further notice.

530.582.5655 | stellatruckee.com
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Best in Sn w
The Ink plays dog god
BY BECCA LOUX
Moonshine Ink

All it took was a few well-placed
queries on social media for photos
of “Tahoe dogs” and the happy pups
came frolicking, prancing, bounding
into our inboxes. It was an overwhelming sense of solidarity that the
Moonshine crew felt as the dog mamas
and papas proudly described their
furry friends’ favorite foods, silly habits, and best Tahoe wilderness romps
while showing off their photography
skills. (Yes, full transparency: The
majority of us are dog owners, too.)
The obvious joy that you felt at
sharing your family dogs, your

canine companions, your wolf packs
shone through in the liveliness and
playfulness of your messages and
silly, breathtaking, majestic, adorable,
downright awesome photos you sent.
Thank you doesn’t cut it.
So here we have the Top Dogs. We
wanted to stay in season (fear not
… we plan to highlight your spring
and summer pups later in the year.
Keep your ears perked and your tails
wagging!) and we painstakingly voted
among staff the best nominees to
show a wide range of Tahoe’s canine
citizenry.

RUBI, EDWARD MILLER
FOREST, HOLLY SHANKLAND

HUCK, KRISTIN BOHM

MURPHY, CORKIE LESLIE

ELSA, ALIN AND DANIELLA LUCHIAN

JASPER, BETH KITTLE

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

SNICKERS, STEPHANIE BECKER

MOONSHINEINK.COM

ASPEN, KARLEE ANDREWS

See BEST

IN SNOW p. 42
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BEST IN SNOW from p. 41

COOKIE, KATE WILLIAMS

COOPER, CAITLIN BRENNAN
SCOUT, DOUG MANER

PACINO, KRISTIE JONES

JAX, MARIAH, MELI, AND NALA, CEZANNE LANE

FINN, WILLIAM WADE

JACK MOOSE, RAUGHLEY KOEHLER
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NASH AND FRIEND, KIM SPERLIN

MOONSHINEINK.COM

OSITO, MILAGROS BASSETT

DONNIE, CAITLIN BRENNAN
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SOUL KITCHEN

JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine Ink

PEANUT BUTTER-PUMPKIN
DOG TREATS

2 eggs
3 Tbs bacon fat
1 cup unbleached flour

2 1/2 cups whole wheat flour

1 tsp baking soda

1/2 cup old-fashioned oats
2 eggs

FROSTING:

1/2 cup canned pumpkin

1/2 cup plain Greek yogurt

2 Tbs peanut butter

1/4 cup peanut butter

1/2 tsp salt

an

lod

Xo

m

.co

ock

st
/big

S

5 pieces thick-sliced bacon

1/2 tsp cinnamon

ince this edition of
Moonshine Ink has
clearly gone to the
dogs, it’s only fitting that
the latest installment of
Soul Kitchen should follow suit. Aside from
the ongoing debate
about whether or
not dogs should be
leashed, Truckee/Tahoe
is known for being dogfriendly. Canine owners
are more than happy to
spoil their furry friends
and ensure they have
high-quality nutrition,
treats included. Whip
up a batch of these
homemade

snacks for your dogs and they’ll
be dancing at your feet whenever
they see the mixing bowl hit the
counter.
Is there anything dogs love more
than peanut butter? Belly rubs
maybe, but I know that as soon as
my dog Kona catches a whiff of
a PB&J sandwich, he relentlessly
starts pawing me to let me know
just what a good boy he is. These
treats make good on satisfying a
dog’s peanut butter craving. It’s
important to note, however, that
not all peanut butter is created
equal. Use only natural peanut
butter, free of added sugar and
sweeteners like xylitol, which
is highly toxic for dogs. Many
homemade treat recipes call for
canned pumpkin — be sure to use
only canned puréed pumpkin, not
pumpkin pie mix, which contains
added sugar.

Mix wet ingredients in a large
bowl, then add dry ingredients
and stir until it forms a dough.
Transfer the dough onto a floured
surface and roll to half-inch thick.
Use a dog-bone or any other
shaped cookie cutter to cut out
the biscuits and place on a baking
sheet lined with parchment paper.
Bake at 350 degrees for 30 to 35
minutes or until golden.
If you’re really looking to spoil
your pup, you can make this
scrumptious selection shared
with us by the Humane Society
of Truckee-Tahoe. It’s what HSTT
served at a first birthday party for
a group of puppies that had been
adopted from the shelter.
TWO-LAYER CAKE:

Pan-fry bacon slices until crispy.
Put bacon aside. In a large bowl,
whisk together 3 Tbs of bacon fat,
peanut butter, pumpkin purée,
applesauce, and honey. Whisk
in the eggs, then add dry ingredients. Stir until well-combined,
but be sure not to over-mix. Pour
batter into a greased 8-inch round
cake pan lined with parchment
paper. Bake 25 to 30 minutes or
until inserted knife comes out
clean. While the cake is baking,
make the frosting by combining
the yogurt and peanut butter.
When the cake is fully cooled,
half the cake horizontally to make
two layers. Fill the center with
half of the frosting and then cover
the outside with the remainder.
Crumble bacon and sprinkle it
over the top.

1/4 cup peanut butter
1/2 cup puréed pumpkin
1/2 unsweetened applesauce
2 Tbs raw honey

HEATED OUTDOOR DINING
TAKE OUT
‘S

Moonshine Ink
Thanks for keeping Tahoe smart!
TAHOE CITY
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

TRUCKEE DOWNTOWN

TRUCKEE WEST

MOONSHINEINK.COM

KINGS BEACH

SQUAW VALLEY
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Critical Connection
Libraries adapt to
continue fulfilling a need
Tahoe Truckee Unified School
Public libraries are an integral
District to provide a library
part of any community, offercard to every student in the
ing services and programs that
district to ensure they have
go well beyond the scope of
adequate access to reading
lending out books. As Covidmaterials and
19 stay-at-home
BY JULIANA DEMAREST
online resources.
orders were
Moonshine Ink
put into effect
(Students’ card
last spring, the
numbers
are
a
combination of
importance of the institution
the
prefix
TTUSD
and their
became even more apparent.
student ID. For instance:
TTUSD123456. Their passLike many industries, orgaword is the last four digits of
nizations, and companies,
their student ID.)
libraries pivoted. “We got
very creative, very quickly!”
But while borrowing books
Truckee Library Branch
remains the main focus of
Manager Bobbi Luster told
any library, residents have
Moonshine Ink in an email.
come to rely on them for
things like computer and
With facilities closed to
internet access, a quiet
in-person perusing and
workspace, book clubs, chilborrowing, all of the area
dren’s events, and literacy
libraries began offering
programs. The internet made
pick-up service, permitting
it possible for many of these
cardholders to request books
services to move to an online
online and then picking them
format while the libraries
up outside the library. In June,
became creative in ways to
the Truckee Library began
engage the community and
offering curbside pickup and
increase outreach, parsoon after started an outdoor
ticularly within inadequately
browsing model with racks
represented sectors.
of books lined up in the
parking lot. This ran through
“Over the summer and
early fall until wintry weather
into the fall, we went into
conditions started to move
underserved neighborhoods
in. They’re now back to a
in Truckee to distribute
curbside pickup model.
“Early [last] spring we
immediately looked at how
we could expand our digital
resource offerings so that
our online catalog offered a
broader depth of materials
for our customers,” Sophie
Bruno, who runs the Tahoe
City and Kings Beach
libraries for Placer County,
told Moonshine Ink. “We also
developed an online library
card application so that folks
could apply for and receive a
library card without needing
to appear in person.”
Luster noted that at the beginning of the school year, the
Nevada County Community
Library worked with the
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STEP RIGHT UP: Bobbi Luster, branch
manager of the Truckee Library,
welcomes cardholder Sid Scott, left,
as he arrives to pick up a book he
had on hold at the library. Photos by
Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

books and activities to area
children,” Luster said. “In
total, we distributed over
1,000 bilingual books.”

go to various schools, the
program went virtual and
kids were able to read to
them over the computer.

A California Humanities
Library Innovation Lab grant,
and partnerships with local
agencies including the Truckee
Tahoe Airport District and the
Truckee Donner Recreations
and Parks District, allowed
for the creation of a successful
Trunk or Treat event at the
airport on Oct. 30. Luster said
the goal of the event was to
celebrate and engage Latinx
residents while at the same
time giving the greater community a Covid-safe event to
attend. Roughly 1,000 cars
rolled through, with 125 cars
— containing about 500 people
— staying for a drive-in movie
screening of Disney’s Coco,
which was preceded by a video
called A Room of Equality:
Latinx in the Library, produced
in conjunction with La Fuerza
Latina, a local career and
college readiness group.

In October, the library hired
an adult and family literacy
coordinator to lead its tutoring program for individuals
seeking to improve their
English or prepare for GED
exams. Other outreach has
included regular grab-and-go
activity bags, the creation of
Truckee Community Storytime
featuring over 40 videos of
community members such as
Truckee Fire Marshall Kevin
McKechnie and Nevada
County Sheriff Shannan
Moon reading some of their
favorite books to children, and
adult services librarian Rotha
Carlson helping to refresh the
library at the Truckee Senior
Apartments with the help of
donations from Word After
Word Bookshop. Carlson is
also collaborating with the
North Tahoe Emergency
Warming Center to provide
books, library cards, and
access to online services.

“Partnerships have been key to
all our outreach and programming efforts,” Luster noted.

MISSING PIECE: “I’d say
our greatest challenge as a
library staff is coping with
what we miss the most, and
that’s working with and seeing
patrons,” said Luster.

MOONSHINEINK.COM

One such partnership
is between the Humane
Society of Truckee-Tahoe
and the library’s Read Up
for Fun reading program.
RUFF helps promote children’s literacy, giving kids
the opportunity to practice
their skills by reading aloud
to therapy cats and dogs.
Since there was no inperson learning taking place
and the animals couldn’t

“The pandemic has introduced
any number of challenges to
our service delivery,” Bruno told
Moonshine Ink. “Of particular
note is the balance between
trying to meet our mission to
connect people and strengthen
community while also protecting
the library’s greatest asset: our
staff. There is no doubt that less
open hours and less in-person
programming means less accessibility for the communities we
serve … we have, thankfully,

been able to pivot to more
breadth and depth in our digital
resources and we continue to
offer dynamic ways that people
can connect virtually with staff
via online programming.”
Overall library usage has been
somewhat blurred since the
start of the pandemic and
has evolved from in-person
services to an increase in
access to other resources.
“While here in Truckee we’re
no longer seeing 200 people
walk through our doors
every day, our checkouts of
print and physical materials
are down slightly,” Luster
said. “Where we have seen
dramatic increases in usage is
in the checkout of our eBooks
and eAudiobooks through
resources such as Libby and
Hoopla, for instance. As
users are unable to physically browse the stacks, we
are being asked more and
more to employ our readers’
advisory skills and make recommendations to patrons.”
In Placer, Bruno said library
usage since mid-March has
been on par with limited
service hours and reduced program offerings. Her facilities’
numbers are comparable with
other library systems, both
regionally and statewide.
“The best problem our
libraries face is that our communities want more access
to the services we provide,
and that is proof-positive of
the support we receive in
Placer,” Bruno said.
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• It doesn’t all fit here. Visit moonshineink.com/tap for the full calendar, or to add an event.

MARCH 17

MARCH 25

MARCH 18

MARCH 28

TAP CALENDAR

MARCH 19 & 20

TAP HIGHLIGHTS: MARCH 17: Pika palooza, courtesy photo; MARCH 18: Understanding conspiracy theorists, courtesy photo; MARCH 19 AND 20: College basketball playoffs at the GSR,
photo courtesy Grand Sierra Resort; MARCH 25: Cost of climate change, courtesy photo; MARCH 28: Full moon snowshoe tour; courtesy photo

ONGOING
Thursdays
FAMILY | Enjoy Crafternoons

With the Library
Washoe County Library invites you
spend time together making some
fun arts and crafts with your family
every Thursday afternoon from
4 to 5 p.m. Upcoming activities
include Painted Ladybug Rocks on
March 25, Finger Crochet Snake
Necklaces on April 1, a Ramadan
craft on April 8, and Easter egg
crafts and activities on April 15.
All of the library’s virtual events
are shared on Facebook and are
archived on the library website and
on YouTube. Registration is not
required, but suggested if you wish
to receive an email reminder with
the link prior to the event. Info:
washoecountylibrary.us
Through March
WELLNESS | Screening for Colon

Cancer at Tahoe Forest Hospital
March is National Colorectal Cancer
Awareness Month, and Tahoe Forest
Health System is raising awareness
in the community on the importance
of getting screened for colorectal
cancer. It’s the second leading cause
of cancer deaths among men and
women in the United States — but
it doesn’t have to be. Through
screening, it is preventable and
treatable, if caught early. One of
several screening tests for colorectal
cancer is a colonoscopy, during
which precancerous growths can
be removed before they even turn
into cancer. Talk to your primary
care provider about when to begin
screening for colorectal cancer and

which test is right for you. For more
information about screening or to
schedule an appointment, call Tahoe
Forest Gastroenterology.
Info: (530) 587-7698; tfhd.com
Starting March 11, April 19
WELLNESS | Treat Teen

Substance Abuse
Gateway Mountain Center is offering
mindfulness-based substance abuse
treatment this spring. There will be
two sessions of this 12-week module
course that offers practical tools for
healing stress, navigating challenges,
managing cravings, and boosting
well-being. Cohort 1 will be held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, March 11
to April 29; cohort 2 on Mondays
and Wednesdays, April 19 to May
5; both from 3 to 5 p.m. Tuition is
on a sliding scale from no cost up to
$600. Covid-compliant sessions will
be held outdoors around the fire pits
at 4Roots Wellness Center, Gateway
Mountain Center 10038 Meadow
Ave., Unit C, in Truckee. Late or early
enrollments are accommodated.
Info: nancy@sierraexperience.org;
sierraexperience.org/mbsat/
March 16 & 17
OUTDOORS | Get Acquainted

With Native Seeds
The Nevada Native Seed Partnership will host the fifth annual
Native Seed Forum virtually,
bringing together growers, technical experts, and land management
agencies to discuss statewide and
national seed strategies to support
land restoration efforts. Native
seeds refer to plant seeds native
to Nevada landscapes, cultivated
in this climate. These seeds can
acclimate to Nevada’s unique

environment, increasing the plants’
chances of survival. The NDA
supports the industry by providing
wildland seed certification services
and ensuring Nevada native seeds
maintain purity and identity for
use in land restoration efforts. The
March 16 session will be held from
9 a.m. to noon and will focus on
grower experiences with cultivated
native seeds. Day two will run from
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will go
into how to sell and market native
seeds. Registration available for
one or both sessions. Info: email
rwilhelm@agri.nv.gov
March 17
OUTDOORS | Presenting Pika

Palooza with Beth Pratt
Join wildlife advocate, conservation
leader, Sierra Nevada Alliance board
member, and author Beth Pratt for
a fun talk about the most adorable
animal on the planet — the pika.
Pratt, who has been observing
and studying pika in Yellowstone,
Yosemite, and the Sierra for over a
decade, claims “they are also one
of the most intrepid creatures in the
world for all their adorableness.” The
pika happens to be the Sierra Nevada
Alliance’s mascot, too. During her
talk, Pratt will show some of her
cutest photos and videos, introduce
people to some pika friends from the
animals she observes, and will also
discuss how pika are faring with the
impacts of climate change. Info: noon
to 1 p.m., sierranevadaalliance.org
March 18
EDUCATION | Understanding

Conspiracy Theories
Where there’s smoke, there are
conspiracy theorists! UC Davis Tahoe

Environmental Research Center’s
Winter Speaker Series continues with
Hannah Tierney, assistant professor in
the Department of Philosophy at the
University of California, Davis. If we
want less uptake of conspiracy theories, such as those that have spread
about the Australian and American
fires, we need to better understand
why people believe that there is
no anthropogenic climate change,
and to challenge the motivations
for holding such beliefs. Tierney’s
work centers around the intersection
of ethics, cognitive science, and
metaphysics, and she writes mainly
about the topics of free will, moral
responsibility, and personal identity.
Registration is required for this event,
presented virtually via Zoom. Info:
noon to 1 p.m., tahoe.ucdavis.edu
March 19 & 20
SPORTS | Watch Basketball

Playoffs in Style At GSR
Basketball madness is coming to
Grand Sierra Resort and Casino.
Fans looking to experience every
action-packed moment can watch
their favorite teams battle it out
bracket style at Grand Theatre,
William Hill Race & Sports Book,
and LEX Ultra Lounge. Tickets for
the Grand Hoops Viewing Party
in the Grand Theatre start at $75.
With 76 televisions, craft beers, a
hot dog cart with stadium snacks
and more, William Hill Race &
Sports Book is the ultimate college
basketball viewing destination.
Seating is on a first-come, first-served
basis for up to four guests with a
$50 food and beverage minimum
per person. College basketball fans
can also catch all the action on the
See CALENDAR p. 47
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For Goodness Sake

Opening hearts and minds for the sake of goodness

GET
OUT GO
&

Get Bowled Over With Fun at
Coconut Bowl - Sparks, Nevada

Personal Growth - Spirituality - Health & Wellness Resources
LIBRARY AND BOOKSTORE
Open Tuesday-Saturday 12-5pm
Gifts & Cards for All Occasions

Go to our website
goodnesssake.org
for calendar of
events & classes
Visit us on Facebook

10157 Donner Pass Road, Truckee, CA 96161
530-550-8981 | www.goodnesssake.org

A community forum to provide timely, relevant information on a variety of topics and create a networking opportunity

GOOD MORNING
NOW VIRTUAL!
PRESENTED BY

Good Morning Truckee
represents the kind of
community activity that
continues to make me
proud of the place that I
was born and raised.”
— Chris Tennant,
Mt. Lincoln Construction

So nice to “see”
everyone again! Thank
you for a bit of a return
to normalcy!”
— Barb Wilkinson,
Dickson Realty

A good and
informative meeting —
much appreciated! Our
community needs support,
encouragement and events like
this to keep us connected.”
— Tim Erskine,
Erskine Photography

2nd TUESDAY OF EVERY MONTH | 7:30–8:30AM
FREE VIRTUAL EVENT! No registration fee to attend.
TUNE IN AT Truckee.com/GoodMorningTruckee,
TahoeTruckeeMedia.org, or Suddenlink channel 18

For more information, contact Truckee Chamber at 530-587-2757 or email info@truckee.com

SPONSORED BY
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MAXIMUM ACTION: Coconut Bowl’s XD Adventure Theater is open at this time. Only
parties from the same group are permitted to ride together and all surfaces are disinfected
between rides. Courtesy photo

A

re you hungry for a little fun
and excitement in your life?
A little taste of pre-Covid-19
normalcy? Coconut Bowl in Sparks
offers just that. Although it might
look a little different than in the
past — like everywhere you go
these days — you can still have a
good time making memories.
With the exception of its High
Ballocity indoor playground, guests
can partake in a variety of different
fun activities to pass the wintertime
away. If you’re wanting to work on
your hand-eye coordination, you
can choose from bowling, billiards,
and indoor blacklight mini-golf.
If you’re looking for something a
little more in the way of action,
you can hit Jungle Kart and speed
around the indoor go-kart racetrack, play a few rounds of laser
tag, or hop into the XD Adventure
Theater for a virtual excursion taking out zombies or bandit robots.
Covid health and safety regulations
have Coconut Bowl operating at
25% of its normal capacity, with
varying restrictions placed on each
activity. Laser tag is operating at
50% for a total of 15 players at a
time. Bowling lanes are open with
each pair of lanes separated by
a plexiglass divider. Reservations
are highly recommended if you’re
hoping to hit the lanes. Gear for
every activity — go-karts, laser

tag blasters and vests, bowling
balls and shoes, etc. — is sanitized
after every use. Sanitizing stations
can be found throughout the
facility, and ordering food is easy
and virtually contact-free with the
implementation of self-service
kiosks.
While High Ballocity is closed to
the public at large, it is available
for private parties of up to 25
guests at $250 for two hours. And
if you’re craving fun but prefer to
be in the fresh air, the recently
renovated outdoor mini-golf
course is the way to go. Play one
of two 18-hole courses for $9.25
per player, or, for an extra dollar,
play both courses for a total of
36 holes.
Coconut Bowl is open weekdays
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. and on
weekends and most holidays
from 11 a.m. to midnight. And
of course, keep your eye on the
schedule as warmer weather arrives
in late spring and Coconut Bowl’s
super-cool Wild Island waterpark
gears up for the summer season.
Season passes are on sale now.
Note that with ever-changing
pandemic health and safety guidelines it is suggested that guests
check current status of activities
online prior to arrival.
~ Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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court inside the luxurious LEX Ultra
Lounge. Seating is first come, first
served or by reserving a seat to watch
the tournament from a VIP booth, bar
seat or high-top table by calling
(775) 789-5399. Find full details
online. Info: grandsierraresort.com

March 20
COMMUNITY | Blood Drive
Donate blood at the Squaw Valley
Conference Center and, as a bonus,
find out if you have COVID-19 antibodies. A maximum of 50 people
will be able to sign up for time slots
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Info:
Olympic Valley; registration link
can be found on event calendar at
squawalpine.com
March 22
ARTS & CULTURE | Writing

Workshop Continues
You have one last chance to participate in the National Endowment for
the Arts’ Big Read celebration of
The Round House by Louise Erdrich,
presented by Nevada County Reads
& Writes as part of a writing workshop series. The final installment of
the series will feature local author
Gage McKinney, who will hone in
on the intersection of fiction and history, as represented by The Round
House. After brief remarks about
the purposes and functions of local
history, participants will explore
how fictional techniques, as seen
in Edrich’s work, can be exploited
to enliven nonfiction accounts of
the past. The workshop will be held
virtually to encourage adults and
teens to reflect on their own narratives. The NEA Big Read in Nevada
County is presented in partnership
with the Nevada County superintendent of schools and the Friends of
the Nevada County Library with
support from the National
Endowment for the Arts and Book to
Action. Info: (530) 265-7050
or visit the events calendar at
mynevadacounty.com/library
March 24 and 25
COMMUNITY | Explore the

Future of the Outdoors
Join Protect Our Winters (POW) for
See.Change Sessions, a two-day
virtual summit presented by Hula.
The event features 50+ investors, sustainable entrepreneurs,
sustainability directors, CEOs, and
professional athletes, all committed to preserving our outdoor
playgrounds for ourselves and future
generations. Included are Yvon
Chouinard (founder, Patagonia),

Donna Carpenter (owner, chair of
the board, Burton Snowboards),
Kate Williams (CEO, 1% for the
Planet), Danny Davis (Burton team
rider) and professional athletes and
leaders from B Lab, Bank Of The
West, Helios Capital, Sierra Nevada,
Burton, Patagonia, REI, and many
more. General admission tickets
($59) grant you access to the majority of the summit, while an all-access
pass ($170) lets you participate in
the full gamut of scheduled events.
Info: protectourwinters.org

March 25
EDUCATION | Calculating the
Costs of Climate Change
What are the effects if climate
change increases the risk of extinction of plants and animals? What
about consequences from impacts
to agricultural production and the
risk to the global food supply? These
are some of the important factors
involved in estimating the costs of
climate change damages, a value
known as the social cost of carbon.
Frances C. Moore is an assistant
professor in the Department of
Environmental Science and Policy
at University of California Davis.
Moore’s research focuses on the
economic and social impacts of
climate change. Her research
bridges climate change science and
environmental economics in order
to better quantify the risks posed
by climate change. Registration is
required for this event, presented
virtually via Zoom. Info: noon to
1 p.m., tahoe.ucdavis.edu
March 28
OUTDOORS | By the Light of the

Full Moon
Join Tahoe Adventure Company
for a Full Moon Snowshoe Trek.
Take in the brisk mountain air as
you snowshoe under the moon and
learn about the High Sierra. Guides
will discuss local natural history and
fascinating facts about our lunar
companion, and stop along the way
to take in the beautiful views and
enjoy snacks. Location is dependent
on weather and snowpack. Available
as a hiking tour if conditions
require. Includes snowshoes, poles,
knowledgeable guides, natural
and human history discussions,
trail snacks, and permit fees. No
experience necessary. Info: $70 per
person, 6 to 9 p.m., (530) 913-9212,
tahoeadventurecompany.com

Due to ever-changing Covid-19 guidelines, all listings in

SIERRA NEVADA

UNIVERSITY

TAHOE

A WORLD CLASS
EDUCATION IS
CLOSER TO HOME
THAN YOU THINK

Hybrid Courses - On Ground and Online
A Track Record of Student Success
Committed Expert Faculty
A Tight-Knit Institution Dedicated to
Education and Safety for its
Students and Community

VISIT OUR CAMPUS TODAY AND APPLY
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
LIMITED ENROLLMENT

virtual tour: sierranevada.university-tour.com
sierranevada.edu/visit | admissions@sierranevada.edu
999 Tahoe Blvd, Incline Village, NV | 866-412-4636

the TAP Calendar and Get Out & Go are subject to change.
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The Subway Lot at
Alpine Meadows is
tailgating central
BY MELISSA SIIG
Special to Moonshine Ink

O

n a beautiful
Sunday afternoon in
February, Eric Mortensen,
his wife, and another
couple sat around a
propane fire pit near the
bottom of Subway chair at
Alpine Meadows, enjoying
a beer. They had been at
the resort since 7:15 a.m.,
after packing up three
sleepy kids, skis, and coolers full of food to drive
up from Reno early in the
morning to avoid traffic.
Even though they rolled

into the lot with plenty of
time to find prime parking
near the lodge, their destination was Subway Beach
— one of many nicknames
for the snowy field at the
east end of the parking lot.
Upon arrival, Mortensen
and his crew cooked up
breakfast sandwiches on a
camping stove and drank
coffee. They changed the
kids into their ski clothes
and after skiing for a few
hours, came back to cook

11 MARCH - 7 APRIL 2021

“We figured we’d beat the
traffic, tailgate, and enjoy
the day,” Mortensen said.
“We brought more camping gear than ski gear.”
While Subway Beach
(also affectionately called
Subway Dog Park, Doggie
Beach, and Subway Lot)
has always been known

as a place for dogs to run
around before and after
skiing and as a laid-back
zone to drink a few beers
with friends après-ski,
Covid-19 has transformed
the area into a tailgating
mecca. With the lodge’s
indoor dining and bars
closed, and with the
onslaught of traffic that
occurred after the massive storms at the end of
January, more and more
people are opting to arrive
early and set up basecamp
at Subway to enjoy a full
day at the mountain in
what many see as a throwback to the early days of
ski culture.
Alex Togler, who has
been a regular at Alpine
Meadows for eight years,
opened Mogrog Café at
the bottom of Subway
chair last season. He has
noticed a huge change
at Subway Beach from
last year. In the past, the
après-ski tailgating season
would begin in earnest
in the spring — people
eating and drinking out
of cab-over campers and
vans parked up against the
snowbanks near Subway.
But now, Togler regularly
counts up to 12 small
groups spread out on the

SUBWAY SUNDAYS: While the parking lot at
the base of Alpine Meadows’ Subway chair has
always been a great spot for tailgaiting, as seen
here and at top right, this season it’s become
even more of a hotspot for skiers looking for
a taste of normalcy at the end of the ski day.
Photos by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
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sausages and s’mores over
the firepit they had brought
up from Reno, hanging out
while the kids played.

MOONSHINEINK.COM

“beach” with firepits and
barbecues, and 10 to 15
dogs running around.
“Larger rigs and van life
were already starting to
happen there, but with
Covid there was an exponential growth of ‘well,
my car is my lodge, we are
going to make it as fun as
possible,’” he said.
And there is another new
trend —after the 6-foot
dump in January and
the ensuing traffic, the
breakfast scene at Subway
exploded. Mogrog Café
normally opens at 8 a.m.,
but on the first weekend
after the storm, when both
the upper and lower parking lots filled up by 9:30
a.m., Togler had a line
out the door at 7:15 a.m.
To accommodate the new
early-riser crew, Mogrog
now welcomes them at
7:30 a.m. on weekends.
“Our 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
sales are higher than they
ever were last year,” Togler
marveled.
He appreciates the oldschool mountain vibe of
the Subway scene, and the
socialization it offers to
people one year into Covid.
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FABULOUS DIAMOND RINGS
SteveSchmiersJewelry.com · 530.583.5709

DOG DAYS: It’s a dog’s world most Sundays in the Subway Lot at Alpine Meadows — also known as Doggie Beach and Dog Park — as pup owners
gather for good times with friends and family. Photos by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
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this year. She hopes the old-school
vibe of Subway Beach continues
long after the pandemic subsides.
“It feels like back in the day —
skiing was a more affordable,
rootsy, dirtbag-friendly activity
people could do for cheap out of
the back of the car,” she said. “If
we are returning to that, that’s
good for skiing. If throwing a
camp chair and a cooler of beer in
the back of the car makes skiing
more friendly, that’s great.”
On that same sunny afternoon
in February, Hannah Greinetz of
Homewood was sitting on just such
a cooler enjoying an IPA while her
friends’ dog Jasper ran around the
lot. She had arrived at 8:15 a.m.
and observed the cooking stoves
and breakfast preparations.
“I think it fits the Alpine
Meadows vibe so well. If I didn’t
own the café I would be totally
embracing and doing the same
thing,” he shared. “So many of
us are missing out on our casual
encounters that an opportunity
to see friendly faces, even from a
distance, is very joy invoking and
it helps reassure us that normalcy
could be returning.”
Mike Rogge has been skiing at
Alpine Meadows and bringing
his dogs to Subway Beach for 10
years. He parks his van at Subway
and skis while his 7-month-old
golden retriever Quinn sleeps
inside, then changes out of ski
boots and lets Quinn play while
he takes phone calls. Now that
Rogge has a 2-year-old son who
skis exclusively at Subway (thus
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

far), the area is even more perfect
for his family. It also provides
a safe space for seeing friends.
On Christmas Day, Rogge and
his family met up with five other
families at Subway Lot.
“It’s actually the only place we’ve
seen our best friends in Tahoe
since Covid,” said Rogge, who
describes the scene as, “a lot of
dogs, a lot of kids, not pretentious, a lot of vans … people pop
open their truck and have charcuterie ready.”
Megan Michelson, who started
skiing at Alpine when she was
a kid, parks at Subway for easy
access for her children, ages 4 and
6, and has noticed the two-burner
stoves, lawn chairs, and breakfast
parties that have been popping up

“This year people are more
equipped,” she said. “Last year
people had muffins and coffee,
now they have charcoal grills.”

10099 Jibboom Street

IN HISTORIC DOWNTOWN TRUCKEE

Limited Operations:
11am - 4pm | Tuesday – Saturday
Appointments only, masks required.
530-587-1409
backstreetframers.com

Even in these times,
We can uncover your best self.

In fact, there’s
no better time.

Tanzanite &
Diamond Ring
Built for someone
with a cabin
in Northstar.

Dinny Evans

Radical Well Being Coach

Radical Forgiveness teaches us,
“I’m not ok, you’re not ok, and that’s ok!”
530.414.1420 | forgivecoach@gmail.com
www.radicalwellbeing.com
MOONSHINEINK.COM

CUSTOM DESIGN
OF THE WEEK

Located in Boatworks Mall at the Tahoe City Marina
SteveSchmiersJewelry.com · 530.583.5709
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We have questions.
Brought to
For you.
We need answers.
From you.

C R O S S W O R D

P A G E

By Margie E. Burke

GUESS WHAT THIS IS?

Do you like to puzzle? Do you enjoy this page? What do you love,

you
what by:
don’t you like? Do you want this page to keep coming? If so,
are you up for sponsoring it and having the only ad on this page?
Email your feedback to quiz@moonshineink.com.

ALIBI ALE WORKS
Email quiz@moonshineink.com with
your answer for a chance to win a
growler with a free fill from Alibi Ale
Works. Correct guesses will be entered
into a drawing from which the winner
will be randomly selected. Submit your
guess by March 30.
LAST MONTH: We asked you to guess
the object in a macro image.
ANSWER: Railroad rotary snow blower
WINNER: Rob Fingerson, Bainbridge
Island, WA

THE S T A R S

rj lerich/bigstock.com

By DAWN ANDREONI | Moonshine Ink

Astronomy | Following their celebrated conjunction at the tail end of 2020, Jupiter

and Saturn disappeared behind the sun for a brief respite. The two have
emerged once more, now visible in the morning sky. Look eastward in
the hour before sunrise to find them low on the horizon. Jupiter moves
faster than Saturn, and by mid-March, the two planets will be separated
by 10 degrees. If you extend your arm outward in their direction and
make a fist, 10 degrees is about the distance from the knuckle of your
index finger to the knuckle of your pinkie. Moving into April, Jupiter
will pull further away from Saturn. Despite Jupiter being ahead of the ringed planet, it rises
later. Although everything we see in the sky rises in the east and sets in the west (known
as primary motion), the planets themselves move from west to east through the zodiac
(secondary motion). While you’re up, turn to the southern sky to find a dense and dazzling
ribbon of stars stretched across the sky — the Milky Way. When we gaze upon this portion
of it, we are looking inward at our own galaxy from our vantage point on the distant edge
of one of its spiraling arms. The Galactic Center is located between the Scorpius and
Sagittarius constellations, approximately where the Milky Way intersects the ecliptic. This
center of rotation for our galaxy is actually a supermassive black hole!

Astrology | In mid-March, we have three heavenly bodies rotating through Pisces — the

sun, Venus, Neptune — with the moon transiting and exiting the sign ahead
of Mercury’s entrance on March 15. With all the attention on Jupiter and
Saturn first in Capricorn and now Aquarius, there has been little talk of
Pisces or its ruling planet, Neptune. This archetype of the Great Mystery
is used to hiding in plain sight, however. With both the sun and Venus
moving closely together through this oceanic sign, we may feel deeply
submerged in our emotions, particularly on the Pisces new moon on
March 13. Relationships may prove a source of confusion right now as we seek our place in the
changing world. The trick with Pisces is to surrender and allow oneself to be held. With so much
emphasis on constructive Capricorn and calculating Aquarius recently, we would do well to take
a moment to relax our head and hands and focus on our hearts. As the parade of planets shifts
into Aries in late March and early April, there will be plenty of energy to get things done. But
before then, take time to savor the scenery in its sacred splendor. You are but a single drop of
beauty in this ocean of glory.
~ Dawn Andreoni is a yoga teacher and astrologer living on the North Shore of Lake
Tahoe. You can find more about her offerings at celestialdawnastrology.com or follow
her at facebook.com/astronotions.
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HOW TO SOLVE:
Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column
must contain the number 1
to 9; and each set of 3 by
3 boxes must contain the
numbers 1 to 9.

FIND THE SOLUTIONS IN
THE OPINION SECTION.
Difficulty: Easy
Edited by Margie E. Burke
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Parting Shot
TAKING IT ALL IN: A friendly reminder from Indy to stop and smell the roses. Photo by Sam Chambers
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ALL RIDES ARE

FREE

Erik Bergen

Just hop on the bus.

TAHOE TRUCKEE AREA

REGIONAL TRANSIT

WINTER 2020/2021 BUS SERVICES
FREE Park and Ride Weekends | President’s Day
To/from Squaw Valley, Northstar, and all Winter Recreation
From area Park and Ride lots
January 2021: 2–3, 9-10, 16–17, 23–24, 30–31
February 2021: 6–7, 13–15, 20–21, 27–28
March 2021:
6–7, 13–14, 20–21, 27–28

Transit Service Highlights
· Hourly Mainline (Tahoe City–Incline Village)
· Hourly Hwy. 89 (Tahoe City–Squaw Valley)
· Hourly Hwy. 267 (Crystal Bay–Northstar)
· Hourly Hwy. 89 (Tahoe City, Squaw Valley, Truckee)
· Hourly Hwy. 267 (Crystal Bay, Northstar, Truckee)
· Hourly Truckee Local Route
Night service on both the Northshore and in Truckee is
currently suspended. Check TahoeTruckeeTransit.com for
schedule updates.

Park and Ride Lots are located at:
Truckee Tahoe Airport District
10356 Truckee Airport Rd, Truckee CA
Tahoe Truckee Unified School District Admin. Offices, 11603
Donner Pass Rd., Truckee CA
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For more details, go to: TahoeTruckeeTransit.com/park-ride

Alpine Meadows
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Deerfield Dr. | Crossroads

Tahoe City Transit Center, 180 W. Lake Blvd., Tahoe City, CA
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RIDE
Tahoe City Transit Center

Daily Regional Routes
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Hourly service on Highway 267 and Highway 89
to/from Truckee.

TAHOE CITY
SUNNYSIDE

89

Homewood Mountain Resort

Sand Harbor

LAKE TAHOE
HOMEWOOD
TAHOMA
Sugar Pine Point

Covid-19
TART is taking several precautions to keep passengers and
employees safe. Visit TahoeTruckeeTransit.com for details.
Schedule times vary. Visit TahoeTruckeeTransit.com for detailed schedules,
more tranist options, and Covid-19 information.

MEEKS BAY

TART
PUBLIC
BUS

P PUBLIC
PARKING

PARK & RIDE
to Northstar,
Squaw Valley
and Winter
Recreation

MASK UP. ADVENTURE OUT.

TahoeTruckeeTransit.com – Text “TART” to 24587
Take the North Lake Tahoe Express: Daily airport shuttle from 5:30am–midnight. NorthLakeTahoeExpress.com | (833) 709-8080

